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SGA constitution
under question
Lacks proper approval

KEGS BEGAN ROLLING Saturday when the
back doors of this Schlitz truck opened and its

cargo fell out.
Photo by W»yn« Partlow

Zoning: a municipal problem
By KENT BOOTY
There is one problem of
municipal government in
Harrisonburg
which
ultimately involves the
Planning Commission, the
office of the Building and
Zoning Official, the Board of
Zoning Appeals, the City
Council and even Circuit
Court Judge Joshua Robinson.
That problem is zoning.
A zone is "any section of
the city...for which the
regulations governing the use
of building and premises, the
height of buildings, the size of
yards and the intensity of the
use are uniform," according
to the Harrisonburg City
Code. Zones are determined
by the Planning Commission,
which drafted the first
Harrisonburg zoning ordinance in 1939.
"The first zoning ordinance
was in effect for 20 years and
was rewritten in 1958," according to Robert Sullivan,
Harrisonburg
planning
director. "By 1963, when the
city's population had doubled,
and again in 1969 it was
rewritten.
Since 1970 the
zoning ordinance has- been
amended constantly."
Enforcement of the zoning
ordinance is charged to the
Harrisonburg Building and
Zoning Official, John Byrd Jr.
Byrd also issues permits for
new and existing construction
and checks for their compliance with the city code and
applicable state and local
codes for building and fire
safety, Byrd said.
Basically. Byrd enforces
minimum property standards,
advises the Planning Commission, enforces city ordinances and maintains city
buildings, he said.
Byrd said he is aided by
three full-time field inspectors, one of whom is
primarily concerned with
housing.
another
with
plumbing and another with
electrical inspection.
"About 50 percent of the
calls we receive during a
normal day consist of
questions or complaints
people have." Byrd said.

"Most people are just unsure
of what the law is."
It is the Harrisonburg City
Council
which
decides
whether rezoning requests are
approved or rejected. These
decisions
are
usually
reached with advice from
Sullivan.
"Approximately half of the
rezoning requests are approved," Sullivan said. "The
requests generally come down
to money-local residents are
worried about their property
values going down."
The Board of Zoning Appeals rules on the appeals of
zoning cases brought before
them. It was this board which
denied a blank variance to the
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity
in May 1976.
TKE had sought an
exemption from the 1975 ordinance which limits boarding
and rooming houses in R-3
zones to no more than 10
unrelated boarders.
The City Council "is expected" to recommend persons to the Board of Zoning
Appeals,
according
to

Sullivan, and Circuit Court
Judge Robinson rules on their
final acceptance. There are
five members of the Board of
Zoning Appeals, he said, and
they serve four-year terms.
The following is a listing of
the
eight
zoning
classifications in the city of
Harrisonburg:
(Continued on Page 7)

By STEVE WILSON
The Student Government Association is apparently operating
under a constitution which has not completed the proper approval
procedures, and this could result in several conflicts, according to
SGA officials.
Because the constitution was not approved at the time of this
year's elections, as many as 12 senators were elected to positions
which did not exist under the previous SGA constitution.
Under last year's revisions, eight additional off campus
senators, an additional senator for Eagle Hall, two senators for
Showalter apartments and one senator for college-owned
fraternity housing were added to the senate membership.
However, because the SGA had not secured approval for the
new constitution at the time of the elections, the senate elections
for these added positions may be termed invalid, according to
Doug Wessen, SGA second vice president.
At a meeting Thursday of the student services commission, a
commission of the University Council, the constitution was
returned to the SGA for revision. Poor wording and inconsistencies were pointed out as faults by commission members,
Wessen said.
Under university regulations, all student organizations must
have their constitution and any major revisions to them approved
by the Commission of Student Services, the University Council
and President Ronald Carrier.
The constitution, which was approved by the senate last
spring, was ratified last week at a specially announced SGA
meeting to which all students were invited.
Ratification requires a two-thirds vote of all students at a
meeting held for that purpose and announced in advance, according to the SGA by-laws.
(Continued on Page «)

Carrier writes state council:

Higher library priority asked
By KAREN HOBBS
James Madison University
President Ronald Carrier
recently asked the State
Council for Higher Education
to change JMU's proposed
library addition from a second
priority listing to first
prior ity.
In a letter to council
Director Gordon Davies,
Carrier said all other state
universities with library
needs as great as JMU's needs
have funds allocated for
additional library space in the

fall bond issue. These additions are now in the state
council's Priority I category.
"When the bond issue
passes," Carrier stated in the
letter, '"we ask that the
library addition be moved
from Priority II to Priority I
on the State Council's listing
of future construction projects
in the Commonwealth's institutions of higher learning."
At the earliest, however,
construction of a library is two
or three years away, according to Fred Hilton,

Earth isolated in universe full of life
By TOM DULAN
"There is little doubt that life exists
somewhere out there." the narrator explains,
but, "in a universe so full of life, we are
isolated."
The communicative isolation of the Earth,
from possible intelligent-life-bearing planets in
other star systems is the theme of "The
Loneliness Factor," shown every Thursday
evening at 7 and 8 p.m. for the next five weeks
in the Miller Hall planetarium.
The program, unlike most of those offered
since the planetarium shows began in September 1975, is not a James Madison
University production, but originated at the
Hansen Planetarium in Salt Lake City.
Only one other program ever offered in the
planetarium, also a product of Hansen, has
been as complex and difficult to adapt to Miller
as "The Loneliness Factor," according to Dr.
John Wells, program coordinator.
Certain visual effects could not be attained
in this planetarium because of limited
equipment. Wells said. "The program was
designed for expensive and elaborate zoom
projectors" which JMU does not possess, he
said.

About one hour is required to adapt each
minute of the -m minute production to the JMU
planetarium, Wells saicf
Actual film footage is shown from the
Viking spacecraft which landed on Mars in
July 1976. Shots are shown of Olympus Mons, a
Martian volcano about 15 m'les high, three
times the height of Mt. Everest. It is the tallest
known mountain in our solar system.
Also shown is a Martian valley, four times
the depth of the Grand Canyon and stretching
for 3,000 miles, the distance between New York
City and California.
The Viking found no apparent signs of life on
Mars, according to the program, and "We ■
may have reached Mars in the middle of
an Ice Age." Films show possible signs of
earlier water-flow with what appear to be
sandbars.
There may be a billion other suns like ours
in the galaxy, and a billion other galaxies in the
universe, the narrator speculates, and possibly
"100 million billion other races in the universe
contemplating the stars as we do."
In an effort to communicate with intelligent,
extra terrestrial life, the U.S. has tried sending
(Continued on Page 12)

assistant to the vice-president
for public affairs.
It the council changes the
priority listing immediately,
and
the
1978
General
Assembly allocates the
estimated $4 milion for the
addition, construction could
begin "next summer," Hilton
said, but added it is "not
likely."
The best hope for JMU is
that the bond issue passes,
and the council approves
specific library addition
plans, Hilton said, because the
proposed funding could then
go before the 1979 General
Assembly.
Carrier's letter pointed out
that Madison Memorial
Library now has an overall 42
per cent space shortage and a
75 per cent reader space
shortage.
The percentages are based
on the Association of College
and Research Libraries
Standards. The association
states that by enrollment
figures. JMU should have a
total of 87,650 square feet of
library space, but now has
36,400 square feet.
The current 11,589 square
feet if reader space is only 25
percent of the recommended
45,900 square feet. In addition, administrative space,
now 3. 781 square feet, should
be 17,530 square feey by
association standards.
The letter further states
that, according to state
council figures, "the library
at James Madison University
should contain some 109,000
(Continued on Page 6)
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Bakke case:

9

'Affirmative action corrects injustices

Bv KRIS CARLSON
The United States Supreme
Court will soon decide case
number 76-811, The Regents of
the University of California v.
Allan Bakke.
"
Their decision could send
civil rights back to pre-1960
status:
unemployment for
minorities, including women,
and segregation in virtually
all facets of life.
Five years ago, Allan
Bakke decided to become a
doctor. He applied to the
University of California s
medical school and he was not
accepted for two consecutive
years. Upon learning that
minority students of lower
academic standing had been
accepted in his place, he filed
a lawsuit claiming he had
been discriminated against

because he was white.
The Bakke case has raised
an ugly question. Do "affirmative action" programs,
such as i|UOta systems in
offices and busing in schools,
discriminate against white
,»s
while
helping
MMilifs and women?
In pure semantics the
answer is yes
To
discriminate is to choose or
note differences between two
objects. But the real question
should not be of semantics but
of moral Tightness. Should we
continue the advancement of
women and minorities in our
society?
By all means
(literally, yes.
Not to correct existing
wrongs is tantamount to
condoning them. We have

wronged minorities and
women since this nations
conception and we must do
them justice and correct our
mistakes
We
once
enforced
segregation so now we must
go out of our way to make sure
it does not exist anywhere. If
we do not we are no better
than South Africa, the only
difference being that we
would not have written laws of
apartheid, although we would
certainly be practicing them.
This does not necessitate
reduction of our academic
standings or job requirements
just to meet quotas. If a white
person
has
better
requirements than an Indian
for a job. hire the white.
However, if the two have

virtually ii|iial qualifications
and the school or office has a
majority ot whites, hire the
Indian
Ideally this practice of
affirmative action will
eventually result in a society
where we w ill be able to hire
or fire on individual merits
only, but this will occur only
after we have "equalized" the
present schools, offices, and
the like

wa\
to equalize is not
through loree (affirmative
action', but to just let nature
take its course, sit back and do
nothing They forget that we
originally forced an unequal
situation
by
imposing
segregation so that now the
only just thing to do is force
the situation back to nature's
original "equal" intentions,
and then let nature carry on
from there

Employment has favored
white males, and now we must
equalize the situation so that
no one is favored. Only then
can we realize the ideal in
which only the individual and
his own merits are considered.
One point here which might
be argued is that some say the

The decision is now in the
hands of the Supreme Court.
Knowing that the nine justices
are aware of its social
significance one can only hope
they give affirmative action
the stamp of approval it needs
so that we do not take a giant
step backward for mankind,
and civil rights.
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Commonwealth Commentary:

With three weeks to go, Robb only shoo-in
By DWAYNE YANCEY
Three weeks from today Virginians will go to the
polls to decide whether it will be Henry Howell or
John Dalton who will reside in the Governor's
Mansion for the next four years.
Surprisingly, in light of the clear and profound
differences between the two candidates, there
remains a large undecided bloc, perhaps larger than
when the campaign began
Many Virginians seem dissatisfied with both
nominees and view the election as truly being a
choice between the lesser of two evils.
There is an attitude among many voters that,
while Howell and Dalton may be as different as night
and day, the choice is one of being blinded by the
darkness or blinded by the light.
They perceive Dalton as a man who has shown
little capacity for government during his term as
lieutenant governor and Howell as a man who has
perhaps displayed too much. Dalton appears to them

as ^someone, who would be overwhelmed by the
governorship while Howell looks like someone who
would be difficult to restrain.
If the choice were on the ballot, many Virginians
would probably vote for "none of the above." It is as
if Virginia were longing for a man of statesman-like
stature, a calm, reasoning gentleman of conservative
moderation.
Someone, well, like Andrew Miller.
Denied that choice, Virginia is left to pick between
Howell and Dalton and isn't particularly excited
about doing so.
,
There are, of course, the zealots to whom Howell is
the gallant knight in populist armor doing battle with
the dragons of utilities and big business and there are
those who are afraid, actually afraid, of what would
happen if Howell were elected.
So far, neither side has convinced the undecided
voter that their case is so convincing as to cause them
to choose up sides.
Howell is conceded to be ahead, but only slightly.
Entering the final three weeks of the campaign both
candidates must not only keep their base intact but
add to it.
Both having been bloodied in the opening rounds,
they now brace themselves for the crazed finish.
The biggest questions as Nov. 8 draws near are: 1)
What new charges of impropriety and conflict-of'.

O

■

interest will be raised? and 2) What will be the size,
nature and effect of Dalton's expected media blitz?
The first question, of course , is unanswerable at
this stage although one can be safe in betting that
there will be some. Sensing that Virginians see this
as a choice between two evils, both candidates will
probably try harder to paint their opponents black
than to emphasize their own virtues.
The second is more open to speculation. Everyone
is expecting the same type of hard-hitting, last
minute TV and radio advertising campaign which
helped William Scott defeat William Spong in 1972 and
MUls Godwin defeat Howell in 1973.
With Howell's campaign having raised only
$300,000 compared to Dalton's $1.2 million kitty, the
Republicans will be in excellent shape to blanket the
state with charges to which Howell is unable to
respond.
The large undecided bloc will probably not make
up its mind until the closing days of the campaign and
thus, while Howell may be leading now, the tinal
outcome remains beyond the scope of prediction.
LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR: When we last left
our friends Chuck Robb and Joe Canada, Robb was
talking about going to New York to recruit business,
industry and tourism, and Canada was claiming that
the lieutenant governor's race was "a referendum on
the Panama Canal treaties."
Robb is generally acknowledged to be far ahead
although Canada has probably gained some attention
by his constant harping on the canal. What he
proposes to do about the canal as lieutenant governor
remains a mystery, however, and many Virginians
seem now to regard him not only as a weak candidate, but as a joke.
Chuck Robb, in spite of the fact that he has
violated every rule in Virginia's unwritten political
code, has still managed to do everything right.
Canada seems unable to paint Robb as a carpetbagger (he first moved to Virginia while in high
school), a liberal (actually some liberals remain
wary of the man for he won the primary by
ingratiating himself with the conservative wing of
the party), as trying to buy the election (this is an
argument which has never worked in Virginia), or as
inexperienced (many ask what experience one needs
to preside over the state Senate).
Robb, to many people, comes in the mold of the
late J. Sargeant Reynolds, a young, wealthy urban
moderate who can unite both liberals and conservatives. For Democrats, the hope of their party
rests on Robb's shoulders.
He has even managed to attract business support
which usually goes to Republicans, while at the same
time receiving the endorsement of labor. He was won
over conservatives who are impressed by, if nothing
else, his military background while also gaining the
backing of blacks and liberals.
Although a newcomer to the state political scene,
he has prepared himself well for this race and has the
ji i—•'
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necessary connections to make him more formidable
than any other "carpetbag candidate from Northern
Virginia" would be.
It will take a miracle on election day for Canada to
defeat whom one Democratic leader called, "the best
chance Virginia has of ever producing a president in
our lifetime."
ATTORNEY GENERAL: The race between Ed
Lane and J. Marshall Coleman is probably the most
complicated one in this year s election, so much so
that nobody really knows whether it is even close,
much less who is ahead.
Both candidates have less than full support from
their own parties. Republican conservatives remain
wary of Coleman, whom one writer termed "a
Republican Jerry Brown," and Democratic liberals
are not exactly enthralled over supporting a product
(Continued on Page 3)
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Petition to governor urged
to free the Madison Three
To the editor:
As a faculty member of
Madison College during the
Kent State riots, I am particularly concerned with the
recent incarceration of James
McClung, Jay Rainey and
Steve Rochelle.
McClung, a colleague and
friend, has become the
scapegoat for all of the faculty
who participated in the
protest when the college
administration tried to take
away our academic freedom.
Rainey,
in
turn,
represented the students'
rights which I am sure was the
case for Rochelle, whom I did
not know as well as the former.
What particularly astounds
me is that the reports I get do
not show campus enthusiasm
about the injustice done these
men.

What did they actually do
but stand up for what Patrick
Henry and Thomas Jefferson
believed in. the right of free
speech?
It seems to me that
students and faculty should
again rise to the occassion If
one man in our society is
mistreated we are all
threatened.
Where are you liberals, you
spirits of the revolution?
Where are those who look for a
cause to express their
freedom? Is liberty still worth
fighting for or should we
accept the apathy that finally
will destroy us?
I propose that you petition
the city, the university and
the governor to release and
offer amnesty to all three men
for such ridiculous punishment. Do they deserve less
than Nixon?
Act now before your con-

science tells you it is too late.
These men have suffered
enough on our behalf.
Even if you were not on
campus at that time it was on
your behalf as was the
American Revolution and as
was the Declaration of Independence! Keep reminding
yourselves:
"Every man's death is my
concern because I am a piece
of mankind."
P.S. Write me if you wish.
Ralph von Tresckow Napp
Professor and Coordinator of
Sociology
Winston Salem State
University of the University
of North Carolina

To the editor:
Recent editorials in The
Breeze have been less than
•air to the Republican
gubernatorialcandidate, John
Dalton
The
editorials
have
questioned Daltons ability to
gain "grass roots" support
while saying that Henry
Howell supposedly had this
support.
Since the beginning of the
campaign, John Dalton has
been crossing the state,
meeting the people at rallies
and dinners. I wonder how
many of Virginia's grass roots
can afford Henry Howell's
ll.OOO-a-plate dinners?
John Dalton has received
enormous bipartisan support.
Alienated Democrats and
Independents across the state
have formed the "Virginia for
Dalton" committee.
John Althizer II, a
Democrat who served in the
Virginia State Senate for 22
years, has said, "...I hope that

Virginia will once again elect
a governor of ability,
character and integrity. This
year that can only be John
Dalton."
Andrew Miller's finance
chairman has come out for
Dalton and blasted Howell
saying that his political
philosophy "is alien to
Virginia and our traditions."
It is my hope that The
Breeze will encourage partisan viewpoints from readers
while refraining from taking
sides themselves.
Jim Burroughs
Editor's note: The Breeze has
not taken an editorial stand
for or against any candidate
for office in Virginia. If the
author is referring to
"Commonwealth
Commentary,"
by
Dwayne
Yancey. may we make clear
that it and any other columns
are the opinions of their
authors and in no way, shape
or form represent the opinions
of The Breeze editors.

'Chagrined' reader
responds to cartoon
To the editor:
We all make mistakes.
When, in the course of journalistic endeavor, it becomes
necessary to print a cartoon
deviod of humor, satire or
public comment (not to
mention good taste), it would
be better to leave the space
empty. We refer to the cartoon located at the top of page
nine of the Oct. 14 issue ofThe
Breeze.
Perhaps intoxication can
be funny; dating situations
can be similar, intoxicating
and funny.
However, the
combinations used for the
substance (and I use the word
looselv) of the above mentioned cartoon are pathetic at
best.
Should we jest about a
young man who wants to
commit suicide because he
fears to discover the physical
appearance of his date?
Should we find his preoccupation with her "looks"

amusing?
Would such a
central figure (so as to be a
laughing
stocji of the
campus) be in such a situation
in the first place?
Is the young man's reaction
to be interpreted as a commentary by The Breeze on the
social maturity of men on
campus? If so, we take exception. Should we pity him
when she appears
in
resplendent plainness, (he was
no prize himself) and his
buddy recommends that he
end it all?
Rather, we feel chagrined
that such a cartoon could
appear in our newspaper, that
the cartoonist could find no
better material, and the The
Breeze editor needed a filler
for that space so badly.
We all make mistakes The
Breeze's just showed more.
Dr. BUI Clark
Ms. Darlene Hoschar
Department of Political
Science and Geography

Mail makes holiday
overseas less lonely
To the editor:
With Christmas again
rapidly approaching, we at
Military Overseas Mail are
concerned about the many
thousands of our military
personnel who will be away
from their homes and families
during the holiday season.
For many of these young
men and women, this will be
the first Christmas
away
from home.
Readers of The Breeze can
help make this holiday season
a little less lonely and a little
more enjoyable for many of
these young people by

joining in the collection of
Christmas mail sponsored by
Military Overseas Mail.
This is an ideal project for
school classes, clubs, and
other groups as well as individuals and families.
For more information,
please send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Military
Overseas Mail, Box 4330,
Arlington, Virginia 22204, and
mention that you read about
M.O.M. in The Breeze at
James Madison University.
Thank you.
Lee Spencer
Coordina UN-
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No logical explanation
for this year's election
(Continued from Page 2)
product of the Byrd Machine
Lane will probably run up
heavy majorities in conservative areas like Southside
and
Richmond,
where
Republican Dalton will also
w
"i •>>§> The question is
whether' Lane can also win
liberal areas like Tidewater
where his own ticketleader
Howell, expects to rack up the
votes.
In a choice between two
conservatives, will liberals
vote for Henry Howell's
running mate, even though he
came from the Byrd
organization, or will they
choose the non-Byrd Coleman,
even though he is John
Dalton's running mate?
Lanes's major problem,
and Coleman's best asset, has
been
the
Democrat's
reticence. Lane comes from a
multi-member district where
value is place on running
positive campaigns and not on
attacking one's opponent
simply because everyone,
literally, is an opponent. In
the days of the Byrd Machine,
When Lane was first elected,
it was quite foreign to run

against an opponent.
He has had
difficulty
coping with Coleman's thrusts
and attacks on his record.
Indeed, it was only after
Coleman charged Lane with
conflict-of-interest in sponsoring certain bills which may
have aided companies in
which he held stock that Lane
brought himself to point out
that Coleman's law firm has
represented Vepco, . the

'can Lane win
liberal areas?9
supposed whipping boy of the
Attorney general's office.
Coleman is viewed by some
as an ambitious young man
more interested in making
headlines than being a team
player while Lane may be too
much of a team player in that
he refuses to go for the juglar.
The attorney general's race
would be much clearer if it
were a liberal versus a conservative instead of a Lane-

Coieman match-up. It is quite
difficult to fathom theN
currents prevailing in this
contest and so the results,
regardless of who wins, will
probably be surprising.
Virginia is basically a
conservative Democratic
state at heart although at
times
conservative
Democrats have made the
best Republicans.
If we assume that most
Virginians do not vote party
lines, there is simply no
logical way .to explain this
year's election.
Certainly no one, except a
partisan. Democrat
or
someone who views political
ideology with a warped state
of mind, can be satisfied with
all the members of the
Rainbow Ticket.
Yet its rejection would
mean that Virginians could
not be satisfied even though
they had the whole political
spectrum to choose from.
Does this forbode massive
ticket splitting among the
large bloc of undecided voters
on election day?
Or will they even vote at
all?
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Concert review :

Waits: take your
ears for a beer
By GARY FUNSTOIN
The three-piece jazz band is
E laying a laidback walking
lues. The stage is mostly
dark as a small hunched-over
figure dressed in a baggy
black suit and felt hat slowly
makes his way out to a
streetlamp that has just lit
up.
The figure has finished
lighting his cigarette, and as a
cloud of smoke lingers over

from Waits' new album
Foreign Affairs " is a bullseye description of every
barber shop you've ever been
in:
good mornin Mr. snip snip
snip witchur haircut just as
short as mine bay rum lucky
tiger butch wax cracker jacks
shoe shine jaw breaker
magazine racks hangin round
the barber shop a side burnin'
close crop...

'an eye for little details'
his head, we hear some faint
grumblings over the P.A.
Finally Tom Waits looks up
at his audience and begins
singing.what? This is not
rock 'n' roll. This is not disco.
This is not even 1977. ,
Tom Waits is performing in
Lisner Auditorium, but ten
minutes into the concert we
are in some smoke filled
cabaret, the tinkle of beer
glasses in the background,
listening to a man who sounds
like Louis Armstrong with a
head cold tell us about pasties
and g-strings, nine-year-old
Hindu boys, drunken pianos,
bad livers and broken hearts.
So what is the attraction?
Perhaps the best way to
review Tom Waits would be to
just reprint the Lyrics to his
songs.
Waits has an eye for the
little details that in one wellconstructed line can bring
home a certain mood or
emotion:
and hep-keees up on the glove
compartment took out her
barrettes and her hair spilled
out like root beer and she
popped her gum and arched
her back...
Some of his best songs are
stream-of-consciousness tourde-forces, such as "Step Right
Up" from the "Small Change"
album.
This
song
is
a
conglomeration of every
come-on and hucksterism that
TV and radio ads have forced
down our throats over the
years:
It mows your lawn it picks up
the kids from school gets rid of
unwanted facial hah* it gets
rid of embarrasing ink spots it
delivers a pizza...
Likewise, "Barber Shop"

Waits has one of the most
distinctive styles in music
today, the most obvious
characteristics being the
brilliant way he manipulates
words ("I'm a moonlight
watchmanic, it's hard to be
romantic") and his jazzy,
raspy vocal style.
It is significant that on the
lyric sheets to both "Small
Change" and "Foreign Affairs" there is no punctuation.
This technique gives Waits
more freedom in constructing
his verses. This is one reason
why some of his lines don't
make sense in themselves, yet
you somehow know exactly
what he is saying.
With five albums behind
him, Waits has developed a
musical style nearly as unique
as his writing.
A good example is "I Can't
Wait To Get Off Work," where
he tries to express the way
time seems to drag when you
are just waiting for that clock
to hit 5 o'clock so you can get
off work and go home to your
loved one.
Waits accomplishes this
quite nicely by accenting the
first and third beats of each
measure, creating that slow,
monotonous, dragging sensation that we've all experienced.
I've gone about as far as I
can without playing the
records, but don't take my
word for it ("the large print
giveth and the small print
taketh away").
If you can't catch Tom
Waits in his natural environment (i.e. an intimate
"club or auditorium), then pick
up these discs and take your
ears out for a beer.

National energy plan needed
U.S. must pursue available sources
By KENT BOOTY
The United States must
emphasize energy conservation,
"pursue
all
available energy sources"
and "develop some sort of
national plan" if it is to meet
its growing energy demands,
according to an Exxon Corporation spokesman.
"We
must
emphasize
conservation and convince the
American people that there is
a definite energy shortage,"
according to Sam Dell, Exxon
retail district marketing
manager
for
western
Virginia.
"President Carter's energy
program does just that," he
added. Dell spoke Friday on
"The Nature of Energy" to
James Madison University
students.
Although the United States
produces only about one-sixth
of the world's oil, it consumes
approximately 30 percent of
the world's supply, according
to Dell. "We are depleting our
supply," he said, adding that
the United States' known oil
reserve will last only about 33
years.
Oil consumption per day in
the U.S. totals about 20 million
barrels, seven million of
which are gasoline, he said.
An oil barrel contains 42
gallons.
Approximately one-third of
total oil consumption in the
U.S. is industrial purposes,

P.O. announces facility use stipulation
The Campus Post Office
has announced the following
stipulations concerning the
use of its facilities.
1. All incoming mail for
students must include a
correct box number in the
address. After Dec. 1, mail
received without box numbers
will be returned to the sender
marked "Undeliverable As
Addressed". USPM Sec.
159.111.
2. Do not use nicknamesthis practice tends to get mail
into the wrong hands and
makes forwarding to the
proper address difficult. Use
middle initials.
This is
necessary because a large
number of students have the
same first and last names.
3.
Incoming mail for
,

■ ,

faculty members should be
addressed to the department
where the mail is to be
delivered It is requested that
personal mail, such as noneducational catalogs, contest
entries, etc., be sent to home
addresses.
When leaving
James Madison University,
persons should notify all
sources of correspondence,
including mailers of advertising material, of their
new address or take their
name off their mailing list.
4. The minimum size for
campus mail is 3X5 inches
because pieces smaller than
this are easily and frequently
lost.
5. When sendihg out large
numbers of campus mail to
students, persons should.
| I

,,.!■'

I

Photo by M»rk Thompson

STUDENTS WALK to class during a recent rainstorm.

arrange the mailing in
numerical sequence. This will
eliminate the necessity of it
being presorted and will speed
up dehvery to the boxes.
6.
Unclaimed and improperly addressed campus
mad will not be returned.
When using the telephone
directory for a source of box
numbers, be sure not to use
the phone number.
7. Mail for faculty and staff
members is delivered to the
department in which they
work. Do not use building
names and room numbers.
8. Student organizations
need to check their post office
boxes. These boxes should be
kept empty if they are to be
' retained.

about one-fourth for transportation, approximately
another fourth for residential
and commercial usages, with
the remainder going toward
manufacture of.^plastics,
lubricants
and
pharmaceuticals, Dell said.
The use of oil for transportation appears to be
declining while oil used for
residential and commercial
aims is apparently "going
up," according to Dell. Oil
now supplies about threefourths of U.S. energy
demands, but by 1990 will
supply only 61 percent, he
said.
The fact that most consumers now prefer smaller
and more energy-efficient
cars explains why less oil is
being used for transportation,
Dell said.
It is also vital that
Americans "pursue all
available energy sources" in
the quest to solve the energy
crisis, Dell said. "We can no
longer afford to choose what
we want to do and what we
don't want to do."
The United States must
increase its domestic oil
supply so it is no longer
dependent on costly foreign
oil, according to Dell. There is
a vast amount of oil to be
found, he said, "but the
problem is, how long will it
take before we run out of our
current supply?"
Several oil companies,
including Exxon, invested
more money last year in
locating new energy sources
than they actually earned,
Dell said.
About half of U.S. oil is
imported at a cost of about
$125 million a day, he said. By
1990, the Organization of
Petroleum
Exporting
Countries, a Middle Eastbased oil industry, will be
providing an even greater
portion of the U.S. oil supply,
according to Dell.
In the past, the United
States did not fully develop its
energy sources because
foreign oil was relatively
inexpensive, Dell said. This
situation is one of several
reasons why the U.S. is
currently faced with the
energy problem, he said.
The oil now being exploited
in the North Slope will provide
only about 10 billion barrels.

-. - .

according to Dell. This is
actually a small amount, he
said, and the U.S. would
"have to find one North Slope
a year" to cope with its energy
demands.
Unfortunately, nuclear
energy remains a source of
questionable merit and it has
generated .adverse public
reaction, Dell said.
"We
don't know for sure, but there
may be possible disposal
problems with nuclear
energy."
The United States "must
develop some sort of national
plan" if it is to deal effectively
with the energy problem, Dell
said, adding that "lack of
national long-range planning
has definitely hurt us."
"It is the function of the
government that it should aid
in solving the energy crisis,"
according to Dell. He added,
however, that there are
certain areas which the
federal government should
probably leave alone.
"There are some areas in
which the government can do
best and other areas in which
private enterprise can do
best," Dell said. "The utility
companies, airlines and
railroads should probably
remain under the control of
private companies."
Price controls, he added,
have sometimes made it
difficult for an energy company to convert from one
energy source to another.
Oddly enough, the Arab Oil
Embargo of 1973 has proven to
be an asset rather than a
liability for the U.S. , Dell
said.
"It made us more
energy-conscious in general
and, specifically, it made us
start to develop our energy
sources," he said.
"It is important that we
start to end our dependence on
Arab oil, which has been
rising lately," Dell said. "The
United States is vulnerable if
we don't reduce our imports."

Breeze
classifieds
$.50
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Hall and Oates concert:
tedious disco rehashing
By JEFF BYRNE
...They're just rich
boys
And they've gone too
far
But they don't care
anyway
They can rely on
their AM single...
Daryl Hall and John Oates,
the self-proclaimed kings of
blue-eyed soul, played in a
packed Godwin Hall Wednesday night.
Their show, while lacking
the power of their previous
tours, was a fan-pleasing
extravaganza which brought
the crowd to its feet again
and again, screaming for
more.
Nearly 4,000 people jammed into the gymnasium after
the doors opened about 8 p.m.
-the time the show was
supposed to start. Equipment
and sound problems were
blamed for the late starting
time.
The opening act was
"Network" a New
Yorkbased "progressive" rock
band which delivered a short,
incredibly weak set from their
debut album.
Seemingly unaware of the
impatience of the audience to
see the lead act, they plodded
through their songs, raking
over every timeworn cliche
with which "progressive"
rock has punished human
ears.
The only worthwhi e part of
the show was a beautifully
constructed, though brief,
keyboard solo by Mike Coxton. Despite all of lead singer
John
Vinci's
pseudo
Jaggeresque efforts, the band
fell flat on its collective face
and terminated its set quickly.
I must say before I go on
that the crowd thoroughly
enjoyed Daryl Hall & John
Oates' performance.
If
pleasing a crowd is any
measure of success, then the
concert was successful. ■
From a purely critical
standpoint, however, Daryl
Hall and John Oates' set was,

for the most part, a tedious
rehashing of disco phrasings.
They do have a natural
propensity for crowd control,
and this I grant them, but
their musical prowess has
declined badly since their
increase in popularity last
year.
I first saw the group in 1974
when they were the front band
for Lou Reed's "Sally Can't
Dance" tour. They impressed
me greatly with their blend of
hard rock riffs and smooth
vocals. The music, largely
from their "Abandoned
Luncheonette" LP, was highly
professional and flawlessly
executed.
In early 1976, the band
played to about 500 people in
Wilson Hall. Once again, I
was impressed by the band's
talent and showmanship. By
then they had a small

success proven
unfortunate'
^^_

^>

'

following and were on the road
to fame and fortune, which
they found first with "Sara
Smile" and then this year's
disco hit "Rich Girl ?
This success has apparently proven itselL. highly
unfortunate for the hoys, as it
has taken the^f jpmds away
from their music and turned it
towards their image.
Opening with "Don't
Change," it was clear from
the start that Daryl Hall, the
least talented of the two, is
now virtually running the
show, not emerging until John
Oates and the rest of the band
has churned out the opening
lines.
Hall has apparently ripped
a few pages from David
Bowie's stage mannerisms
handbook, but lacks the
control to use such devices
effectively.
Comparing
Bowie's catlike struts with

Hall's frantic dashings about
would be ridiculous if not
criminal.
He seems more concerned
with keeping his hair out of his
eyes and thrusting his crotch
at the eager girls than he is
with the lyrics of the song.
His keyboard work nas
declined from delightful to
ineffectual, much less inspired than the brilliant work
of the twin keyboardists.
There were also several excellent sax solos, and a duet
with lead guitarist Caleb
Quaye.
Oates has taken backstage
and appears to be more
seriously interested in the
music than does Hall. He
moves in and out of the
spotlight, while Hall is nearly
always brightly lit.
It is Oates' guitar riffing
with Quaye which saved many
of the songs from total
boredom. Whereas Hall has
now taken to virtually
shouting lyrics, Oates retains
his soulful throatiness and
pitch.
Only on old tunes like
"Can't Stop the Music" and
"Abandoned Luncheonette"
was there any flash of the old
Daryl Hall and John Oates.
Much of what the band has
tried to achieve musically has
been swallowed up in that
yawning abyss known as
Philadelphia disco.
It is
unfortunate that such a
talented duo has, like so many
other acts, resorted to
mainstream pop in order to
gain recognition.
Regarding the production
of the entire concert:
Although I can appreciate the
many man-hours of labor put
(Continued on Page fi)

DARYL HALL (above) and
John Oates (left) played at
Godwin last Wednesday night-a concert that was a 'fanpleasing extravaganza,' but
which a critic saw as a
'decline' of their musical
prowess.

'Heracles' cast gave production a valiant try
By DR. FRANK ADAMS
According to legend, Heracles, better known to us
as Hercules, had an enormously complex career, the
implications of which may well have been better
understood by the general public in ancient Athens
than they are by all but specialized scholars today.
One small part of his story is that he was sent into
Hades to bring back Cerberus, a multi-headed dog.
(Why Hades wasn't the ideal place for the beast I
don't know.)
The task (not one of the famous twelve labors,
which came later) took him so long that when he
returned, his wife, children, and father were near
destitution and under sentence of death by Lycus of
Thebes.
Heracles killed Lycus, then went mad and killed
his wife and children. About to kill himself, he was
dissuaded by Theseus of Athens, who induced him to
come to Athens and seek pardon from the gods.
Euripides (480-406 B.C.) seized upon Oils part of
the legend as a vehicle for praise of Athens, the
operative principle being that bad things happen in
Tfeto«nd<#<»dthiftg»4MMen in Athens}
This Athenian-Chamber-of Commerce
motif is

wasted on a modern audience, which is left with an
idiosyncratic treatment-Euripides did not write in
the Aristotelian form of Sophocles or A eschy lus-of an
inconclusive segment of the Heracles legend.
So, as the director's notes in the program of the
James Madison University Theatre production say,
we are left with some chronological but otherwise
random events, lacking cause, effect, resolution, and
justice.
It is almost as though Euripides is saying, "These
are the events legend records; I don't see any order
or sense in them; if they mean anything, I don't know
what it is."
Or perhaps, to give him a bit more credit, he is
saying, "The world is chaotic; vice is not punished
nor virtue rewarded." But we need no genius come
from the Age of Pericles to tell us this.
However, if positive statements (Athens is a great
place) are few, the questions are good ones. Does
sudden insanity suggest that the gods are capricious?
Does killing a tyrant atone for killing a wife and
children? Does a man have the right to be
irresponsible if the gods are? 1$ eve*' the most.
heinous crime susceptible of forgiveness?

•Heracles," then, does not have the coherent
order of "Oedipus" or "Antigone." Its non sequiturs
are bewildering. So it follows that the production of
the play demands every clarity possible without
distorting the playwright's intent.
And it is this clarity that the JMU production failed
to achieve consistently. Had it not been for the accurate diction and firm projection of Bob Shaver as
Amphytrion (who may or may not have been the
father of Heracles, but that's another story), the
audience might not have got a grip on more than the
visual presentation.
What is required are actors with voices that can be
loud and articulate at the same time, and young
voices can not. (Unfortunately, even the electronically amplified voice was incomprehensible.)
Dottie Kassem, as Megara, the wife of Heracles,
was audible only part of the time, as were Richard
Travis in the title role and Curtis Hansen as Lycus,
both at their best when not shouting.
But if the dialogue was less effective than one
might have hoped, "Heracles" wa% a great success
visually, , ,., ,,-,-,•
., ',,, \.\,, ■
(Continued on Page 13)
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How sacred is the secret ballot ?
People jailed for refusing to reveal illegal votes
- (CPS)--How sacred is the
secret ballot? Some 17 Ann
Arbor citizens are facing
contempt of court citations
and possible jail sentences as1
a defeated mayoral candidate
argues that he has the right to
know whether 20 illegal votes
were in his favor or not.
Susan
VanHattum,
University of Michigan junior,
has already spent 90 minutes
in handcuffs, for refusing to
reveal how she voted. She was
cited for contempt by Visiting
Circuit Judge James Kelley.
VanHattum
and Diane
Lazinsky, a UM research
assistant,
were
given

ultimatums to change their
minds by Oct. 11. Three other
witnesses have revealed how
they voted.
Republican Louis Belcher
lost last April's election to
Democratic incumbent
Albert Wheeler by one vote,
and promptly took his
allegations
of
voting
irregularities to court.
In
July, officials revealed that 20
residents of unincorporated
townships were registered as
legal city voters but were not
actually entitled to vote in the
election.
Officials emphasized that
the error was the city's not the

Constitution questioned

$

(Continued from Page 1)
Wesson said he is concerned that the senate's effectiveness could be limited
by having to spend a great
deal of time on revising the
constitution or holding new
elections.
Failure of the constitution
being approved could result in
conflicts ranging from invalidation of SGA elections to
a possible rift in the SGA
senate to invalidation of
everything the SGA has done
so far this year, Wessen said.
A rift between off campus
senators and on campus
senators
has
already
developed over the parking
problem, he said, and this
split in the senate could cause
problems for the remainder of
the year.
Because Kevin Rack, who
has responsibility for the
constitution, did not return
this year, the executive
council was unsure of the
constitution's status at the
beginning of the semester,
Wessen said.
SGA President Mike
DeWitt is the only person who
knows exactly what was done
with the constitution last
spring and this year, Wessen
said,
declining further
comment until DeWitt could
be contacted.
DeWitt, however, was
unable to be reached at press
time because he was attending a convention in
Kansas City, Missouri and

did not return until late
Sunday night.
Peggy Dennison, chairman
of the constitutional revisions
committee and senator from
Eagle Hall, questioned
possible irregularities in the
vote taken last spring on the
constitution, saying that it had
been "railroaded^' through
the senate.
When the vote was taken
last year, Wessen said, SGA
officials believed that the
constitution had already been
approved.
The whole constitution
was "sloppily handled,"
according to commission
member F. H. Campbell, who
believed it should be returned
to the SGA for reworking.
The University Council has
returned other poorly-worded
constitutions, according to
commission member Fay
Reubush, also dean of admissions and
records.
Reubush agreed the constitution should be returned to
the senate.
In one section, according to
Wessen, both chairperson and
chairman were used to refer
to the head of a committee,
and the student services
commission said it preferred
for one or the other to be used
throughout.
Also, he said, in the sections dealing with the SGA
parliamentarian and the
constitutional revisions
committee, it was not clear
who had the power to decide
constitutional questions
arising in the senate.

voters The case will be heard
in Circuit Court this week.
VanHattum was asked to
tell how she voted under a 1929
state court ruling which held
that illegal voters could not
keep their votes secret, but
the American Civil Liberties
Union will ask the state Court
of!' Appeals to take control of
the case, citing Kelley's
disregard for the state's 1963
constitution and other laws

mandating secrecy of the
ballot.
Belcher, who has already
spent $13,000 in legal fees.
says that the rights of the
electorate have been impinged, and that "right now,
there is no way of saving that
the people of Ann Arbor have
had their say on who is going
to be mayor." VanHattum
says she'll do her talking in
court.

Dr.
Henry
Travers,
assistant
professor
of
sociology at James Madison
University, chaired a session
at the 72nd annual meeting of
the American Sociological
Association which was held
recently in Chicago.
The
session dealt with sociological
exchange theories, methods
and data.
Travers has written a book
on
the
administrative
structure of organizations
which will be published by the
University Press of America
in early 1978.
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Concert a 'tedious rehashing
(Continued from Page 5)
in by students on the Campus
Program Board's Houre
Committee, the fact that this
was the first show of the tour,
and the fact that the stage
crew did not rehearse with the
set enough beforehand, what
was described by Craig
Sencindiver as "the biggest
technical production" ever to
be held in Godwin Hall turned
out to be a monumental flop.
Most of the "fantastic"
effects machines stayed on
the trucks due to lack of space
and time to erect them.
What remained was an
elevated stage which ensconsed the keyboard players,
banks of lights on three sides

of the stage, and a monstrous
stylized rosette window made
of metal, which, when lit by
rows of bulbs along its spine,
closely resembled a Quality
Inn motel sign.
After drawn-out versions of
"Sara Smile," "She's Gone"
and "Bad Habits and In
fections"-which included a
Zappa-like burlesque bit by
the boys-they left the stage, to
be coaxed back for two encores i
one
of
which
was "You Must
be Good for Something," a
song apparently written expressly for James Madison

University women.
Vljorn imagination
Boobs on every
station
You think it's free
'cause they show it on
cable T.V.
Your favorite kind of
reading is a lyric sheet
The record that you
play, you play because
it's number one.
Afterwards, a former fan
was overheard to say "That
sounded like Loggins and
Messina doing a weak impression of the Stylistics."
Amen.

«iicncu»%
Camera Shop

Library
priority
sought

Portrait Studio
Complete Camera Supplies
and Free Film on Kodacolor
and B&W Film
1 DAY FINISHING SERVICE!

(Continued from Page 1)
square feet to meet the needs
of 1988,...more than three
times the current space
available.
library should increase from
the current 11,589 square feet
to 52,650; collection space
from 21,030 to 34,440; and
administrative space from
3,781 to 21,800."
The letter concluded "we at
James Madison University
feel there is no more pressing
need than our library and urge
the State Council to agree to
raise the priority level of our
library addition."

20% Discount
on all camera shop
supplies photo finishingf both
color and black & white or free film
79 E. Market St. 434-5314
3IMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIII

ATTENTION:
College clubs,
groups and
organizations.
Raise money
selling rock
t-shirts. Popular
with college
students. Large
selection. Good
profit potential.
Send for free
details.
GOLDEN GALAXY
I
P.O.
BOX 4262
ST. LOUIS, MO
!

Beoub) PoCace
438 N Mason

Com ty and
H u ftatoly you
ALL PRECISION CUTS AND
STYLES FOR MEN AND
WOAAEN,STOP BY OR CALL
FOR AN APPOINTMENT
433-8845
•.,.'

M&
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CANDLES
by W.-olced Wick

PINE SELECTION
SCREEN PLANTS
POTS iMACRAME

Namonkutg
GandmCanlui
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Zoning a city government problem
(Continued from Page 1)
in
(Single
Family
Residential District):
This
district is intended for
"single-family residential
areas with low population
densities," according to the
city code. It allows single
family dwellings; public,
private and parochial schools;
churches, parks, museums,
libraries, country clubs,
nurseries,
"customary
agricultural operations" and
dwelling units occupied by not
more than four unrelated

2065 8. MAIN 43fc£/36

R-2 (Residential District):
This is made for "singlefamily, two, three or four
family dwelling units in
residential
areas
with
medium population densities." It permits everything
permitted in Hi and two,
three or four family dwellings,
and individually owned
townhouses, "limited to four
units per cluster."
Boarding
or
rooming
houses with no more than six
unrelated boarders are also
allowed.

BLUE RIDGE TIRE, inc.
E MARKET AT FURNACE ROAD
HARRISON BURG, VA. 22801

434-5935

We now have

WHEEL ALIGNMENT • BRAKES
SHOCKS • EXHAUST
WHEEL BALANCE • BATTERIES

BE Goodrich

H :t
(Multiple Dwelling
Residential District):
This
allows everything in the R-l
and R-2 districts as well as
multiple dwellings and
townhouses (for rent or sale),
hospitals (excluding animal
hospitals), medical or dental
clinics and othei professional
offices, nursing homes and
nursing schools, colleges and
univers ities, sororities and
fraternities, funeral homes
and "benevolent institutions."
Boarding
or
rooming
houses with no more than JO
unrelated boarders are also
permitted.
Although James Madison
University is located in an R-3
zone, any land owned by the
federal or state government
can be developed "regardless of its zoning status,"
Sullivan said.

TONS
OF
NEW STUFF!
THE BODY SHOP
Open Friday 'til 9:00, daily io-5

„

^

America's Premier Radial Tire Maker

V

Tfct lirfrlt baildine
66 E. Market $♦.

Weekend Handepinning Workshops

/

K-I (Planned Unit Residential
District):
Described as a "take-off on
the Reston idea (a model
community in northern
Virginia), "this district
requires the developer to
leave some open spaces for
the purpose of attractiveness .
In return, the developer is
allowed to "mix housing
styles." according to Sullivan.
About 10 percent of the area
can be used for "neighborhood-oriented" commercial purposes, he added.
Reherd Acred, Harris Gardens and Northfield Estates
are examples of an R-4
district, Sullivan said
B-i (Central Business):
This is for commercial,
professional and governmental purposes.
The
structures can be built "right
on the sidewalk," Sullivan
said, and there are no height
limitations or off-street
parking requirements.
B-2: This is referred to as
"highway or neighborhood
commercial," Sullivan said.
The structures are limited to
three stories and there must
be a 30-foot setback from the
sidewalk. Cloverleaf shopping center, Midway Arco and
Route 11 south of People's
Baptist Church are examples
of this district.
M-l (Industrial):
This
includes commercial activities and factories.
M-2 (Industrial, heavy):
This includes rock quarries,
giant refineries and other
mining operations. There is
very little M-l or M-2 zoning in
Harrisonburg.

lUICI'S PIZZERIA

Beginners November 4,5,& 6 1977
Intermediates December 2,3,& 4 1977
Friday evening through Sunday afternoon
PRISCILLA OF TIMBERVILLE
THE RIVER FARM
Rt. 1, Box 169A - Timberville, V«. 22853 - 703-896-9931
25 minutes from JMU
A Southern Highland Handicraft Guild member.
Spin ning wheels supplied
Fleeces Black, brown, gray,
white handspun yarn. Yarn
or bring your own
and Fleece-Sample Card
Ashford spinning wheels
$1.00.
Harrisville looms and supplies.

Homemade Italian Style Pizza
& Sabs
~\
-AMTIPAST0NewPish
'i

Italian Steak ftSaasage Sabs
HEARTH BAKED aft„ft

IV Mmy fnm 6 - «

ABC On.

'±LmMyitt
r

HOdClOO
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THE OFFICE OF RESIDENCE HALLS IS CURRENTLY
UPDATING THE HOUSING WAITING LIST. IF YOU
HAVE NOT RECEIVED A LETTER CONCERNING YOUR
STATUS ON THE WAITING LIST AND YOU WOULD
LIKE UNIVERSITY HOUSING FOR THE SECOND
EIGHT WEEKS,THE SECOND SEMESTER, OR NEXT
YEAR; COME BY
THE OFFICE IN ALUMNAE HALL, ROOM 103, BY
OCTOBER 21, 1977.

This fine authentic English
Fish and Chips house also
features delicious Colonial
Fried Chicken, man sized
submarines at modest prices.
Be sure to try beer on tap, a
lager and lime or coleslaw
made fresh daily.
815 E. Market St.. Harrisonburg

IF WE DO NOT HEAR FROM YOU BY OCTOBER 21,
WE WILL ASSUME THAT YOU ARE NO LONGER INTERESTED IN UNIVERSITY HOUSING AND REMOVE
YOUR NAME FROM THE WAITING LIST.

433-8784

Convenient Drive-Up Window
Call Ahead For Fast
Toko Out Service
'.'I 1 Ml I • •• I • Ml I llVI

•

UNIVERSITY

L--^.coyPQN---J

' I.

HOUSING

», O » \ •
i • • % »«c*
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THE BREEZE
PHOTOCRAPHY
CONTEST

¥$##£

The Breeze photography department is offering amateur
photographers the opportunity to exhibit their best work.
Photographs entered in the contest may be color or black
and white. Four winners will be chosen in each category.
Winning photographs will be published in The Breeze
and displayed in the Warren Campus Center.
Color photographs,will be published black and white
in The Breeze, but the original color photos will be
displayed in the campus center.

Winners will be

selected by The Breeze photography department.
For more information, call 433-6127.

RULES
1 AH ••fries mart include Mine,
address end telephone number.

4. Each contestant is limited to
two entries.

entries must be no smaller than

S. Each contestant must bo a JMU

5" t V and no larger than 11" x14"

student or faculty member.

entries must be hand delivered to

6. Professional photographers,

The Breeze before Nor. 28. They

JMU photographers and persons

may be collected after Pee. 12.

affiliated with The Breeze
are ineligible for entry.

i
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Suite 203
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News
briefs
'Smothers' cancellation
(CPS)-Tommy Smothers, television comedian, said
ast week that he thought the cancellation of his hourlong variety show in 1968 was not a network decision but
perhaps was made higher up.
Smothers spoke at the Edwardsville campus of
Southern Illinois University.
Nixon was referred to as a reason for ending the
somewhat controversial show.
The Smothers Brothers team faced censorship
regularly and was told to "clean it up" when they offered social comments on their hour-long show
Smothers said that during the time of the show, a
social change was coming over the country, sweeping
voter registration and Vietnam before the country's
eyes.
'
"We reflected the same things, but sometimes got a
little heavy-handed even when I look back on it now "
said Smothers to the broadcasting class.
"Ten weeks after Nixon was in, we were thrown out,"
he said. A lawsuit charging CBS with breach of contract
and copyright infringement followed, and $250,000 later
the Smothers Brothers won the case.

HEW staff owes on loans
(CPS)-Students around the country are not the onlv
ones who owe on student loans.
An HEW audit of its own staff turned up more than 300
current employees who are in default on student loans
adding up to $403,000.
•J^l ^W6"1 wno earn fr°m W.800 to more than
$30,000 at HEW. were fingered by HEW's Office of the
Inspector General in "Project Cross-Check" which is a
computer check of Guaranteed Student Loan files
against HEW payroll records.
Leo Kornfeld, deputy commissioner for student
financial assistance, said HEW intends *o audit the
employee rolls of every Federal agency to locate any
other defaulters.
.
Some 50000 overdue accounts of college student loan
defaulters have been turned over to a private collection
agency by the Office of Education

Percy Warren Society:
9
'leadership, scholarship
By BRUCE OSBORNE
The Percy Warren Senior
Honor Society Chapter of
Mortar Board Society aids
James Madison University
students and organizations
with a student advising
program and other services,
according to the society
president.
The society is based on
"leadership, scholarship, and
service" and tries to be useful
to the campus community,
according
to
Laurie
Hosmanek, Percy Warren
president.
Each year the main project
of the society is a "student
academic advising" program
in which each member is
assigned to help a freshman
adviser, she said, adding that
the society members assist
the advisers in helping freshmen with class scheduling.
In addition to this program,
individual students may
approach society members
for help in anything involving
academics, Hosmanek said
Members have signs on
their room doors which indicate that they are qualified
academic advisers, and the
organization is now in the

process of placing signs in the
dorms which will inform
students where their nearest
academic adviser is located.
Typical questions raised by
students include whether a
particular major is offered at
JMU, how to determine grade
point averages, how to
schedule properly, and how to
study efficiently, she said.
The society
members
answer these questions as
fully as they are able to, and if
a case arises which they are
unable to solve, they refer the
student to an organization or
group which specializes in his
particular
problem,
Hosmanek said.
For example, if a^student
needs help with his study
methods, a member will aid
him as thoroughly as possible
and if that is not sufficient
they will refer him to the
study skills center.
There are definite advantages to students advising
fellow students, Hosmanek
said. It is easier for a student
to relate to one of his peers
than to a faculty member.
Also, she said, the society
members are more easily
accessible to students because

(CPS)- Sporting a marksman pointing a gun at some
unknown target, a recent ad for Army ROTC calls on
college students to "Squeeze a little adventure into your
campus life."
The ad appeared in a school newspaper in South
Dakota and further advised students to "Learn what it
takes to lead." Apparently, the Army feels it takes guns
The Army has budgeted $16 million a year for the
last two years to cover the cost of radio and television
campaigns aimed at the 12-24 set. At the same time, the
Marine Corps reportedly spent $8 million in an annual
search last year for "a few good men." according to
"Advertising Age."
The most recent ROTC ad. a full-page notice, is the
latest in military advertising and promises to show
students to/'learn to think quickly on your feet..." and
. - i'au^.r§5V.^1-,vt,ad? a new airoension of excitement to
CSX2

most of them live on campus.
Each member of the society
approaches this project with
the attitude that, "We've
made it, and they can make it
too," according to Hosmanek.
The honor society members
are qualified to advise
because they are all seniors
who have passed an eightweek course taught by Dr.
Elizabeth Finlayson on
"student academic advising,"
Hosmanek said. This is the
first year the society, which
has a total of 31 members, has
included both males and
females, she said.
In other service projects,
the society is attempting to
arrange for Shirley Cobb from
the Counseling Center to visit
dormitories and give study
skills seminars. They also
help to publicize the Visiting
Scholars prograih, and they
supply needed manpower to
other service projects. The
society recently helped with
"Career Day," according to
Hosmanek.
"We're available. This is
our way to help the campus, to
show we're proud of it," she
said.
Students may apply for
membership in the society
during the spring semester of
their junior year. Applicants
are judged on the basis of
their grades, their service,
and their leadership qualities.

Gordon gets grant
John Gordon, associate
professor of physics at James
Madison University, has
received a grant from the
Southern Regional Education
Board to support continued
work on trace metal analysis
of a variety of environmental
materials.
Awards are made by the
education board, through a
grant from the Sloan Foundation, to faculty members of
southeastern colleges and
universities to defray costs
for using specialized research
facilities not available on their
own campuses.

ROTC ads sport guns

j»«<
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Paper presented
Dr. Dale Howard, assistant
professor of sociology at
James Madison University,
presented a paper at a

V
m&m?x^jm&iiti&
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campus center last Wednesday.
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recently in Chicago.
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Gay civil rights decisions inconsistent
Supreme Court refuses to hear key case
(CPS)--Gay teachers are
being treated to a seesaw of
civil rights decisions regarding
their
rights
as
homosexuals.
There was solitary victory
in Delaware in which Richard
Aumiller. a University of
Delaware lecturer, was
reinstated and paid back
salary and damages after
being dismissed for his
avowed homosexuality.
However, it was not enough to
win the battle elsewhere.
The U.S. Supreme Court
refused to hear the case of
James Gaylord, a Tacoma
Washington teacher who was
fired after revealing his
homosexuality in 197?.
In California, gay teachers
are being forced to contend
with State Senator John
Briggs, who has repeatedly
called for all California public
school teachers to sign a
"heterosexual loyalty oath"
which could cost as many as
20.000 teachers their jobs.
The only plus i n the series
of minuses for gay rights
legislation involved Aumiller
who was dismissed because of

his
"advocacy"
of
homosexuality when he was
quoted in Philadelphia and
Wilmington newspapers and
in the student newspaper at
the University of Delaware.
University president. E.A.
Trabant. who made the
decision not to reinstate the
lecturer's contract was
assessed $5,000 in damages.
Aumiller also received $22,454
in back salary and damages.
At the same time, rulings in
Washington and California
echoed the anti-gay sentiment
spearheaded by Anita Bryant
in Dade County. Fla. last
June.
After a Washington state
court previously upheld a
schools' contention that
homosexuality is immoral and
that the teacher's effectiveness would be impaired
by general knowledge of
sexual preference, the case
was referred to the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Gaylord, the teacher involved, contended that his
constitutional rights were
violated when his status as
homosexual was used to

The University Square
Montage sweaters for
ladies and Flannel
shirts for men.
Tke Uwmili} Squaw
56 South M3in Street

dismiss him. That was not
enough for the Supreme
Court, which refused to hear
the case last month.
"By failing to rule in the
case of James Gaylord...the
Supreme Court has added to
the climate of fear and intimidation now being directed
at this nation's many gay
teachers." said the directors
of the National Gay Task
Force in an October news
release.
"But it is important to
understand that the Court's
failure to rule in the Gaylord
case sets no precedent of any
kind, and has no effect
whatsoever on previous state
and federal court decisions

upholding the right of
homosexual teachers to their
jobs.-' the memo added.
The
American
Civil
Liberties Union added its
name to the list of dissenters
in the Gaylord case by stating
that with its decision, "...the
Court maintains its record of
gross insensitivity to individual rights."
Still, the most serious
threat to gay rights is being
made by California Senator
John Briggs. If Briggs has his
way. all California public
school teachers will have to
sigii a document stating that
they have not or will not advocated,
encourage
or
promote homosexuality.

The Briggs initiative would
order all local school boards to
refuse to hire as an employee
"any person who is engaged in
public homosexual activity or
public homosexual conduct."
Briggs brought his bill
before
the
California
legislature but it was shelved.
Undeterred, Briggs is now
collecting the necessary
300.000 signatures needed
before January 27 to get the
measure on the ballot in time
for the June 1978 election.
California has 220,000
public school teachers and the
Gay Teachers Coalition in
the Bay Area estimates that
about ten per cent of them are
gay

At Bonanza. we've got great steahs,
all the soup and salad you ran eat. and
FREE refills on all your drinks.
At prices you can handle.
So come and see us at Bonanza and
have a great meal at a low price.
OPEN 11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Sunday - Thursday
11:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m. Friday - Saturday

OPEN
9:30-5 DAILY
Thurs. & Fri.
nights til 9pm

$24 E. Market St. Harrisonburg
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CROCK
CAREER PLANNING
AND PLACEMENT
OFFICE INTERVIEWS
FOR OCTOBER 1977.
Oct.
20--Frederick
County Schools
Oct. 26 -Roanoke
County Schools
Oct. 27^-York County
Schools
Oct. 31--U.S. Marines

■Announcements-

fc

YAF meeting

Sigma Phi Lambda

I In- .1 Ml' chapter of Young
i loans for Freedom will
■ .•I luesday night at 6 p.m.
. room I) of the campus
Micr The film "The Inilihle Bread Machine" will
Mown

There will be no

mission charge and the
I i In- is invited

Philosophy speech
Dr. Ann Wiles, assistant
professor of philosophy at
JMU, will speak on the topic,
"Plato's Republic": Truth
and Philosophic Method,''
Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of the campus
center.
The program is
sponsored
by
JMU's
Philosophy and Religion
Society.

Sigma Phi Lambda Honor
Society will meet Oct. 19 at 7
m. in Miller 101. Votes will
e taken on constitution
revisions and new policies.
All members are urged to
attend.

t

SGA meeting
The S.G.A. will meet
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in meeting
room B of the campus center.
All students may attend.

Latin studies
I More will be a meeting
< <• t l!) at 4 p.m. in room A of
lh< campus center for all
I. tin American Studies
M mors and any other students
irn firsted in the area con
centra tion

Job seminars

Haunted house

Geology seminar

I ho Third Annual Circle K
Hilled

House

will

be

Mscnled Oft 28-29 from 7-10
m in the Warn pier Ex-t-rimenUil Theater next to
I'igi's on Main Street. All
•i meeds will go to the local
liipter of the Multiple
* leniiik Society. Admission
, and advance tickets
• II he available, location
': KV
Volunteers are still needed
• i help with the project in set
iiesign. make up. costumes,
mind and light, acting,
•instruction.' photography,
nil other areas. If interested
n helping, call Chuck. Berlin
'i 7126 or Pete Fakoury at
i'lMf, or write Circle K, box

Planetarium show

Mark's Bike Shop
1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg, Va. 22801

The Pedal People

A free planetarium show,
"The Loneliness Factor," will
be shown each Thursday, Oct.
13-Nov. 17, at 7 and 8 p.m. in
Miller Hall Planetarium.

Phone (703) 434-5151
MHM-RAIAGH-MOTOnCAM

headquarters for professional <
bicycle sales and service.
We're a f ranchiied bicycle dealer so you can be sure that we'll
alweyi provide you with the finest service from the time you
first buy your bicycle for as long as you keep it. You won't find
a better bicycle than one of the many models we have end you
won't find a better place to buy one.

£9

"\

*<****£
>*r^sci

(&■

*O0

Society

\

Dr. Frederick Siegel, head
of the department of geology
at George Washington
University, will conduct a
seminar entitled "Aspects of
Geochemical Exploration
from the South American
Continental Shelf to the Appalachians" Oct. 19, at 4 p.m.
in Miller 224. Siegel has extensive experience on the
geology of the continental
shelves of both North and
South America.

Broadcast society
The National Honorary
Broadcasting Society, Alpha
Epsilon Rho, is accepting
applications for membership.
Applicants must be at least
sophomores with a 3.0
average in communication
arts courses and a 2.0 in all
other courses. If interested
contact Larry Bocknek at
WMRA or Box 351. Deadline
for applications is Oct. 19.

Women swimmers
Anyone interested in
joining the women's swimming and diving team, please
contact Patricia Courtet,
Godwin 124-E, phone 6528. All
are welcome and no prior
competitive experience is
necessary.

The Cai-iT Planning and
Placement • 'I lice will hold job
search seminars thoughout
this semester Come by 2nd
floor. Alumnae Hall for information and to sign up for
any of the e seminars. The
next two sessions are:
"Self-Analysis and Job
Selection-'I he Importance of
Assessing ; our Skills." Oct.
26. 6 p m in room B of the
campus center
"Overview of the Job
Search Proven and Introduction to the Career
Library <■• t IK. B p.m.. in
room B ol the campus center.

Medical society
The Medical Society will
have a meeting Wednesday at
6 p.m. in the south ballroom
on the campus center. A
pathologist from Rockingham
Memorial Hospital will be the
speaker.
All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Mock election
The Pi Gamma Mu Social
Science Honor Society is
--ponsoring a mock election
■ k-t 17-19 from 11 a.m. to 1
P in in the first floor lobby of
the campus center. Virginia's
gubernatorial candidates and
the bond issue will be voted
on Results will be announced
id the Oct. 25 meeting.

8.00 P.M.
Oct. 28th Friday Night

show & Dance
Band
WARREN CAMPUS
CENTER BALLROOM
ADVANCE TICKETS

'A3*

^

I

$2.00

AT CPB BOX OFFICE

S

l
I

T
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"Welcome JMU
Students"

Health Fair '77 set
involved in Heajth Fair '77
include Woodrow Wilson
Rehabilitation Center, Zero
Population Growth, the Valley
Program for Aging Services,
American Heart Association,
the American Cancer Society
and the March of Dimes.
Films • will be shown about
diabetes, nutrition, genetic
counseling, vision and heart
attack and disease.
Special nutrition programs
features at the health fair will
include discussions on "Your
Diabetic Diet" at 1 p.m.,
"Weight Control" at 2 p.m.
and "Newest Notions on
Naturals and Popular Diets"
at 3 p.m.

Health Fair '77, which will
be in Godwin Hall Oct. 24 from
10 a.m. - 8 p.m., will feature
exhibits from 42 local, state
and federal agencies and 39
films which will be shown
throughout the day.
In addition, 12 different
screening tests will be offered—most of them free of
charge.
These tests will include
height and weight, vision,
hearing, blood type and Rh
factor, pap test, breast selfexamination teaching, oral
cancer, glaucoma, spirometry
and the SMA-12 comprehensive blood test.
Some of the exhibitors

Earth isolated in universe
(Continued from Page 1)
messages
via the largest radio telescope
in the world at Arecibo,
Puerto Rico.

Jupiter has been diverted by
Jupiter's tremendous gravity
and is now on a course headed
out of our solar system.
A plaque was mounted
aboard the craft bearing
representations of man and
women, the hydrogen atom,
the location of our solar
system and the position of the
Earth in our system. According to the program, the
Pioneer should reach the
nearest star in about one
million years.

The first message was sent
in 1974, and. scientists say.
"with luck," we can start
looking for an answer in about
48.000 years because of the
great distance between Earth
and other solar systems.
The Pioneer spacecraft
that was sent to explore

LA HACIENDA
Finest Mexican & AmericanNfeod
tS* OFF Any Combination Plate

2.

J

Mexican and American Beer
HUM
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Train Station Restaurant
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Discrimination complaints bog down HEW
Civil rights office trying to catch up
(CPS)-- It all looked so good
on paper. First the federal
government invented rules to
stop sexual, racial and other
discrimination in federally
assisted schools and institutions. Then, to go along
with it, they invented an
agency to enforce the rules
and correct violations.
But somewhere between
the drawing board and cruel
reality, the government found
it had bit off more than it
could chew.
Institutions
didn't seem to take the rules
seriously, and the deluge of
discrimination complaints
started to flood and then
drown the regulatory agency.
Now that agency, HEW's
Office for Civil Rights is so
back logged that some people
aren't even bothering to file
complaints.
Last year the Ford administration set forth an
operating plan that promised
to substantially reduce the
office's backlog of 3000
complaints by Sept. 30, end of
the fiscal year. Enter a new

year, a new administration,
and a new way of talking
about what hasn't been done.
The old plan was "totally
unrealistic,"
says new
director David Tatel. He said
it would take "1,431 'investigator years' in fiscal 1978
for the civil rights office to
meet most of its demands."
Investigator years are the
average time it takes one
investigator to complete a
complaint investigation.
For example, Tatel said it
takes an average of 50 days to
complete a higher education
Title IX complaint investigation. (Title IX bars sex
bias in federally assisted
educational activities.)
Each investigator is able to
devote 169 days a year to
investigation, he said, after
subtracting
holidays,
training, and time spent on
other activities.
Tatel entered office in
April. In an affidavit filed in
early June clarifying his
strategy. Tatel said that a
lack of staff, limited resources

and
an
ever-increasing
numtier ol civil rights office
directed suits and court orders kept the office from
properly enforcing its laws.
Lawsuits occurred because
"in the past, it has failed to
enforce the civil rights laws in
accordance with
congressional mandates, and
lawsuits were necessary -to^
mobilize (the agency's) enforcement energies."
Office of Civil Rights
priorities, Tatel said, were
dictated largely by court
cases, and proposed that
three suits in particular be
consolidated forff expediency.
Of those cases, Adams v.
Califano centers on race, sex,
and
national
origin
discrimination in 17 states,
while Brown v. Califano involves race bias in 33 states,
and WEAL v. Califano deals
with the administration of
anti-sex discrimination laws.
Attorneys for the plaintiffs
say consolidation would only
delay final resolution. They
maintain that consolidation
should be refused because the
civil rights office failed to
Try Us You'll Like Us
obey court orders setting
strict
timetables
for
processing complaints of the
Adams case.
Further, they showed
analyses of bias complaints
processed by three southern
regional offices in which more
than 60 percent sexual and 64
percent racial discrimination
ONE DAY PICTURE
complaints
were
not
PROCESSING SERVICE
[trocessed within the time
imits ordered by the court.
■EXCEPT WEEKENDS •
The
office
also
"unreasonably"
All Types Batteries Films Flashbulbs
overestimates time needed to
process complaints, the
NIKON-KODAK CANON VIVITAR
lawyers said. "Defendants'
OL YMPUSPENTAXYASHICA
assertion that 40,50 or even 60
person-days are needed on the
HANIMEX-POLAROID CAMERAS
average to process complaints
is preposterous on its face, for
Complete Darkroom Supplies
a professional investigator
could then process only three
lALL AT
Phone 434-8272
or four complaints on the
average in a year," they said.
They quoted a deposition
from Martin Gerry, former
director, in which he said "it
would be very hard for me to
conceive of a situation where
PlTmi IT! » 81 Bl C 5II » IIB 111 ITITm 15 11 m>V C»l»81ll rTBTCdl M » P

DISCOUNT
CAMERA
SHOP

an investigator couldn't
certainly average at least, or
approximately, one complaint
a month."
The civil rights office's
operating plan for fiscal 1978
includes the consolidation
proposal.
The most controversial part of the plan is
the office's intention to allow
its complaint backlog to grow
during the year. The plan
calls for more emphasis on
initiating investigations of
institutional compliance,
using 53 percent of its
resources. The remaining 47
percent would go into investigating complaints- Id
per cent new complaints and
45 per cent of the old ones.
Many groups under the
office's protection are not
excited by this portion of the
plan. "If they will be unable
to investigate 90 per cent of all
new complaints, then this
operation?! plan is unac-

(( uiiiiniii'il from Page 5>

Allen Lyndrup's set,
smoothly extended beyond
both sides of the proscenium,
stood before a heavenly backdrop, had a large number of
playing levels, and made
adroit symbolic use of ropes.
It was quickly converted, by
the use of huge sheets of cloth,
into an eerie objectif ication of
madness.
Steve Wagner's lighting
was effectively deployed to
draw attention to specific
parts of the varied set, and
only once was it obtrusive.
William Molyneux's cos"
tumes
were excellent,
supporting dramatic points
rather
than
slavishly
reproducing ancient Greek
costumes. For example, a
huge bib, added to the
costume of Heracles, reduced
him to childlike helplessness.
The appearance of the cast
was unexceptionable.
No
umplausibility or jarring note
appeared anywhere: Shaver
was a convincing old man.

FAST

NO CASH NEEDED
SELL HI Fl EQUIPMENT
Be our exclusive rep on your
campus ■ ALL BRANDS
WHITE

AUDIO OUTLET
in rwc«* *WM

25% 0»

Will they ever get caught
up? Tatel remains hopeful.
He is counting on more money
from the Office
and
Management
Budget.
"Specifically, we are seeking
a large fiscal year 1978 supplemental and an increased
1979 budget," Tatel said.
"Taken together, these two
budget requests will give the
civil rights office sufficient
staff to retire the backlog by
mid fiscal year 1980 and to
remain current thereafter."

'Heracles' failed

MAKE
MiM
Stfecfow 4 Ske&md1
Sweatm fawn Scotfoiot

ceptable," wrote Norman
Aaronson. attorney for
Colorado Rural Legal Services.
"Many of our clients have
already become disillusioned
with it's ability to investigate
discrimination charges and
have been discouraged from
filing new complaints even
though faced with problems of
discrimination," he said.

Mmihufkj liHiWlW

Kassem a clean-featured
mother, Hansen a sturdy
tyrant, and Heracles a man of
strength.
But "Heracles" presents
an acting company with a
tremendous problem, one for
which a satisfactory solution
is hard to imagine. The
James Madison University
Theatre's production, under
the aegis of Thomas L. King,
gave it an instructive and
valiant try ..

Kroeber
co-authors
article
Dr.
Donald
Kroeber,
assistant
professor
of
management and marketing
at James Madison University, is the co-author of an
article published in the
summer edition of "Michigan
State University Business
Topics." The article, entitled
"Computer Technology and
Information System Performance," explores the
relationship between the
sophistication of computer
equipment and the computer
applications in various industries.
Kroeber collected information on the computer
systems of more than 150
business and government
organizations to test a model
of hypothesized relationships.
The study concluded that the
federal government and
manufacturing firms are the
most efficient in applying
computer technology while
financial institutions and
retail-wholesale firms are less
efficient.
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Dukes handle Tech, VMI; face U.Va. tonight
Cavalier match could decide VISA title
By PAUL McFARLANE
The James
Madison
University soccer team began
reconstruction on the road to
the state championship last
weekendr-the road that was
blown apart by Lynchburg
College! last season 5-1-with
decisive wins over Virginia
Tech 6-0 and Virginia Military
Institute 3-0.
The Dukes, who have not
lost a Virginia Intercollegiate
Soccer Association (VISA)
match this season, received
the maximum number of
points allotted for each game.
A team gets sue points for a
win and one point for every
goal up to three. Presently,
the Dukes have 18 points in
VISA play.
Since 1972, JMU has either
won or shared the state title
four times. Last year, losing
to Lynchburg, was the only
time the Dukes did not at least
share the title.
The first section of the
reconstruction was completed
Thursday night with the
victory over VPI, and continued on Saturday night over
VMI . The third leg of construction will begin tonight
against the University of

v>

Virginia.
But instead of pointcounting, head soccer coach
Bob Vanderwarker is playing
one game at a time, not
looking ahead to another
opponent, and taking the
attitude of, "Well try to beat
Virginia, then see how many
points we have.
"If they beat us we're out,"
said Vanderwarker. "There
are many possibilities, but the
best possibility is to beat
Virginia then to beat Lynchburg.
"Virginia will come in
here. I'm sure sky high to play
us, but playing the game here
will be in our favor. I think it
should make for a fine soccer
match and I think it has all the
makings of a championship
caliber game."
Virginia has beaten Lynchburg, 1-0, VPI, 3-0 and VMI,
6-0. The Cavaliers have 25
points in VISA play. Against
VMI though, it took the Dukes
nearly 65 minutes to score, but
once they did, the JMU tallies
came three times within a
two-minute stretch.
Eric Johnson took a Carl
Strong pass at 24:53 for the
first goal of the game. Then

Strong scored on an assist
from Terry Thoads at 25:8'.
At the 26:55 mark. Joi
Mullenex scored his first goal
of the season, on an assist
from Strong. Mullenex
scored seven goals last
year.
Vanderwarker felt his teai i
moved the ball well in the firqt
half despite being shut out. H
inserted "new blood" into f
line up because "they'r
hungry and sometimes th
will get it (the goal)."
"We have had difficulty
soring early, putting the
game away," he continued.
"We could get the ball into the
attacking zone, but did not
have the extra man to score.
"We discussed this at
ha If time, to send the halfbacks through.
That will
create a two-on-one situation
almost all the time. When
Carl (Strong) can beat a
midfielder, a back has to
come out and that leaves
another player open. Carl has
the ability to slide the ball
through to that man.
"Soccer is a low-scoring
game. When everything gels,
when you hit your stride, goals
(Continued on Page 22)

\

JMU'S MARK TREADWAY MANUEVERS toward the
Virginia Tech goal Thursday night for a shot that
resulted in the Dukes' sixth tally of the game. JMU won
6-0 and plays U.Va. at 7:30 tonight for what could be the
Photo
VISA title game.
^ M,rk Th°n>p«on

Sports
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'Divine' help
always welcome
-•'

JMU QUARTERBACK JOHN BOWERS
ESCAPES the dutches of a Salisbury St.
defensive lineman during the fourth quarter
of the Dukes 42-27 comeback victory over the

Sea Gulls Saturday. Bowers was the primary
factor in JMU's late rally as he ran and
passed for 243 yards offensively for the
DukeS.

Phot© by Wayne Pirtlow

JMU shoots down Sea Gulls
By WILLIAM SULLIVAN
The James Madison
University football team
came from behind to defeat
Salisbury State College
Saturday, 42-27.
The visiting Sea Gulls were
spotted four first-half touchdowns by the Dukes. Halfback Terry Swann struck first
when he ran eight yards for a
touchdown
with
13:21
remaining in the first quarter.
Kicker. Kenny Olson's conversion was wide to the left to
leave the score at 6-0.
■ ,
Swann scored,agajn pn.the
visitors' next play from

scrimmage, scampering 43
yards to score with 11:29 in the
first quarter.
John Tuell's fumbled punt
on the Dukes' 12-yard line set
up Salisbury State's third
touchdown. Halfbr-k Richard
Lyles followed left guard Gary
Doss to score with 4:21 left in
the first quarter.
The Dukes' .next drive
stalled at the Sea Gulls 33yard line when quarterback
John Bowers was stopped on a*
fou rth-a nd- one s itua ti on.
, Two plays later, Swann outnan.
eve'ryone. on €*j ,wd. iaunt;V
with mo in the- half The Sea

Gulls never again 'crossed the
goal line.
The Dukes came back to
score on their next drive
which was keyed by two
Bowers-to-Shane
Hast
third down strikes. On third
and-seven, at their 26-yard
line, Bowers hit Hast at
midfield.
Bowers later
connected with the fullback at
the Salisbury 37-yard line to
keep the JMU drive alive.
Tight end Ron Borders
caught a pass for the Dukes'
first score with 4:49 left in the
first half, "ferry Hansrote ,
(Continued on Page 21)

By BOB GRIMESEY
After Rich Hetherington's personal foul apparently ruined James Madison's first successful
drive of the football game Saturday, a fellow sportswriter commented, "I think JMU's only hope now is
for a little divine intervention."
The remark came in the second quarter with the
Dukes trailing Salisbury St. 27-0, and the wide
receiver's penalty had moved JMU back to the Sea
Gull 35 instead of the 20.
The individual who made the comment in no way
qualifies as a clergyman, and of course no lightning
struck from the sunny sky. But JMU quarterback
John Bower's subsequent 35-yard touchdown passs
to tight end Ron Borders did appear to have some
sort of heavenly touch to it.
And for the next two-and one-half quarters the
Dukes could do little wrong as they staged a dramatic
comeback and defeated the Sea Gulls 42-27.
JMU head coach Challace McMillin denied that
any one particular play made a difference in how the
Dukes performed, but the coach was not aware of the
religious conotations of the Bowers-to-Borderspass as
those who heard the sportswriter's remark.
Face it, prior to JMU's first score, the Sea Gulls
had run 23 plays, scored four touchdowns and
recovered two Dukes' fumbles.
Salisbury halfback Terry Swann had gained 124
yards and scored three touchdowns when Bowers hit
Borders. So it did appear the Sea Gulls had the game
"a little" under command.
Following JMU's first score however, the Dukes
seemed to come to life for the first time in three
weeks
After the ensuing kickoff, JMU defensive end Jim
Hardesty recovered a Salisbury fumble at the Sea
Gull 23 where the Dukes drove in for their second
tally to draw the score to 27-15.
The half ended with JMU safety Terry Hansrote
intercepting a Salisbury pass at the Dukes' 39. He
now has seven steals in the first six games and was
' 'thfrd'in-the nation prior' to the* teahitf '
;
»v,T» i o « fc'ontfnued'fTbin' Pager*)
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VCU finishes on top
in JMU invitational

JMU SPIKER LAURA WAKEMAN makes a
chest in Saturday's 2-0 loss to Towson St. The
Duchesses finshed fourth in the weekend's
JMU Invitational behind defending state

champion Virginia Commonwealth who won.
JMU's Liz Hummel (with back turned) looks

on.

Photo by Wiyoe Partlow

Mud hampered harriers
By KEN TERRELL
"I took one step, slipped
and fell flat on my face-that
was indicative of my whole
race," JMU runner Jeryl
Turner said in describing his
performance Saturday, in the
Virginia State Cross Country
Championship.
With a tew exceptions,
Turner's statement might
apply to the performance of
the entire team. Hampered at
the gun by a poor starting
position, the Dukes never
recovered as they trudged 6.2
miles over the muddy, "Mt.
Trashmore Park" course in
Norfolk to place sixth in a field
of ten schools.
The University of Virginia
captured the team title with 48
points. William and Mary (58)
placed second, followed by
VMI (96). VPI (97), and
Universi ty of Richmond
(120). The Dukes (132) occupied the same position as
last year, behind the "Big
Five/'
JMU's Richard Ferguson
cracked the top ten individually, finishing ninth (32
minutes and 7 seconds) after
being knocked to the ground at
the one-mile point on the
narrow, crowded course.
Mike Greehan (32:49)
squeezed into the top 25,
medal-winning positions by
finishing twenty-fourth. Mike
Benshoff (33:01) followed in
27th, with Greg Kraus (33:25)
placing 33rd and Kevin
Krofton (34:09) 46th, to round
out JMU's scoring in a field of
approximately 100 runners.
The race for the individual
championship developed into
an expected duel between
Richmond's, Hillary Tuwei, a ,
Kenyan with worla-^lass,,steeplechase times, and ( .

I did I had used all my energy
UVA's Chris Fox, a member
to get there."
of the U.S Junior track and
Nearly all of the JMU
field team which toured
runners agreed that their
Europe last summer. The two
position at the far end of the
runners quickly put 60 yards
starting line was a disadbetween themselves and the
vantage. Several of the Dukes
pack on the flat course, with
stumbled in the mud which
VM Is Rex Wiggins trailing by
was most prevalent at their
20 yards in third.
end of the line. The result was
The battle for first ended
apparent in the first 100 yards
after three miles when Fox
when JMU's bright-yellow
stumbled at the peakof a slight
shirts grouped near the rear of
hill. Tuwei turned to urge him
the pack.
The meet
on, but Virginia's freshman
organizers
determined
star could not respond. The
starting positions before the
Kenyan went on to win (30:57)
race.
with a 100-yard-plus adAfter the meet, coach Ed
vantage. Fox (31:12) jogged
Witt said, "only Ferguson had
in for second place with
a good race," although he was
Wiggins (31:37) a distant third
satisfied with the perbut still well ahead of the
formances of Kraus and
pack.
Krofton. Krofton moved up
Although he failed to reach
from ninth position on the
his pre-race goal of placing in
team in his last race, to
the top five, Ferguson said he
become the first freshman to
"couldn't complain." "The
(Continued on Page 2})
last four miles were among
the best I've run, considering
(the quality of the) runners I
was
moving on," he
remarked.
However, with blood from
his first-mile fall still smeared
on his hand and knee,
Ferguson did complain about
By DOUG STEARMAN
the meet in general.
Beverly
Morriss
and
"It was poorly organized and
Beverly Dorman led James
(the course was) poorly laid
Madison's women's cross
out." The winding, looping
country team to victories over
course had many runners
Virginia Tech and Radford
uncertain about which paths
last week as the Duchesses
to follow. In addition, one
remained undefeated in two
long.narrow stretch beside a
meets this season.
lake made it necessary for
JMU won the triangular
the runners to maintain a
meet by placing three runners
single-file line for nearly tOO
in the top five and a total of
yards.
five in the top ten.
Greehan
shared
Tech's Irene Spieker took
Ferguson's thoughts, conthe top spot with a winning
cerning the start. "It was an
time of 20:06 in outdistancing
unfair.s,tart,'; .Greehan said.
.'I^asp't^bleto establish my \ the* rest 'of the pack' by • ioo>
pos\tiojn.^arjjj apd by the time t yards. ' ■ '

.♦.•.«.».f.».'.«.'.«.'.f.'lf.».f.//.r,f.t,#.».f.t.T,f,»^,,.».t,»,.,i,.,,,,..,«,t.«4r,»,»,V.T1<

By RON HARTLAUB
The James
Madison
University women's
volleyball team finished
fourth against a strong field of
competition in the JMU Invitational Tournament, held
in Godwin Hall Saturday.
Defending state champion
Virginia Commonwealth won
the six-team round-robin
event. JMU finished with a 2-3
record overall, which leaves
its season record at 12-9.
The Duchesses suffered a
severe blow when junior
Diane Hicks injured her ankle
in warmups.
Hicks will
probably be lost for the
season.
"We were having players
playing in positions they were
unaccustomed to playing, due
to the injury," JMU coach Pat
Sargeant said. She felt the
loss of Hicks made a difference in the overall play of
the team.
The Duchesses opened
Friday
night
against
Shepherd and won two games
to none.
JMU took advantage of
several Shepherd mistakes
and won the first game 15-6.
Juniors Patricia Hallam and
Laura Wakeman were offensi e standouts for the.
Ducuesses.
JMU built up a 13-3 lead in
the second game and held on
to win 15-7, despite missing
four serves throughout the
game.
JMU suffered their first,
loss to Howard, which came
into the tournament undefeated. Howard put on an
awesome offensive display,
led by junior Winsome
Davidson and freshman
Margaret Albury, in defeating
the Duchesses 2-1.
JMU spotted Howard to an

Dukes defeat W&L
By JOHN DAVIS
The James Madison
University tennis doubles
team of Ed Barnhart and
Steve Gill defeated the NCAA
Division III
champions
from Washington and Lee but
lost their next match to
William: and Mary Saturday in
a four-team invitational
tournament.

Because of the rain on
Friday, the format of the
match had to be changed from
a series of dual, (or team
matches) to a tournament
system where the same seeds
from each team were drawn
out of a hat, and then played
out for points. The winner of a
seed gets three points, runnerup receives two points, and
third place gets one point.
The tourney was won by
JMU won all three of their
William and Mary, which
doubles matches in the first
scored 26 points. JMU tied for
round to earn six of their
second with Washington and
eleven points. Barnhart and
Lee with 11 points, and George
Gill's 3-6,6-3,6-2 victory over
Mason had eight.
Ben Johns and Stuart Jackson
of W&L provided the highlight
of the day for JMU.
"We really played well in
the first round," said Gill Of
W&L match, "but by the last
round we were pretty tired.
My arm was real tired from
serving so much."
Morriss and ' Dorman
Gill and Barnhart lost to
finished second and third
William and Mary in the final
respectively with times of
round 6-4,4-6,6-2.
20:27 and 20:44.
JMU's second-seeded team
of
Marty Sherman and Chris
JMU junior Sandy Bocock
Layboume
won their first
(21:22), freshman Karen
round
match
for JMU as did
Loving (21:46) and sophomore
number-three seeded Tom
Susan Wallace (22:22) placed
Fogarty and Matt James.
fifth, sixth and eighth
The Dukes earned a total of
repectively.
five points in singles play.
Chris Laybourne won at the
The Duchesses used their
fourth seed against W&L
strategy of running in a pack
opponent and Tom Fogarty,
throughout the race according
playing
at number five, won
to coach Flossie Love
against George Mason. Both
were first-round wins wftich ■
JMU's next meet wUl.te
Friday wti Virginia' Tech. ''" •' ■*''
♦ 'tin'tinaed on'-Page 23>

Women still undefeated
in cross country action

■ • i rt\ »

early 6-0 lead in the first
game.
But led by the hitting of
sophomore Claudia Martin,
the Duchesses cut the lead to
one point, before bowing 15-10.
The Duchesses rallied back
to win the second game 15-7.
Senior Rena Roan gave a
strong offensive performance
against the powerful Howard
front line.
The Duchesses could not
carry their momentum into
the final game however, and
Howard easily won 15-3.
On Saturday, JMU opened
with a 2-0 loss to Towson State.
The JMU offense never got
started against Towson, who
won 15-13,15-11. JMU's team
defense, led by Hallam and
freshman Sharon Barr kept
the games close.
JMU recovered to defeat
cross-town rival Eastern
Mennonite 2-1.
The Duchesses won the
first game 15-13, but the
Royals battled back to win 1511 in the second.
In the final game, junior
setter Liz Hummel served for
the first six points, as the
Duchesses went on to win 15-5.
Hummel also served for the
final four points of the game.
Against tournament
champion
VCU,
the
Duchesses never mounted a
serious threat. VCU won both
games 15-6.
"I think they (JMU) played
well," Sargeant said, considering the caliber of competition in the tournament.
JMU's next match is
Wednesday night against
Radford and Roanoke. The
junior varsity hosts the
Eastern Mennonite junior
varsity tonight at 8 p.m.
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Ikenberry rolls over Space Cowboys, 87-64
Triumphs in intramural )Jf
basketball championship r
By DENNIS SMITH
"Wc knew if we could take
the lead early, we could get
them frustrated and beat
them,'" said a jubilant
Ikenberry captain Ed Parry,
who's team crashed the Space
Cowboys 87-64 to win the
men's intramural basketball
championship Sunday night.
Ikenberry opened up a 6-6
tie game with a 12point spurt
that included two baskets
each from John Talamo, Bob
Holt and Parry, leaving the
score 18-8.

Toliver:
'We just
couldn't stick
with them

early"

Ikenberry continued to
dominate the play as the
outside shooting of Talamo
and Dave Naquin carried the
team to a 27-16 halftime lead.
Ed Sutherland led the
Cowboys' scorers at the half
with eight points.
Parry and Hott ddminated
the boards for Ikenberry in
the first half by pulling down
six and five rebounds
respectively
At the beginning of the
second half, Ikenberry came
out firing and took a 45-24 lead
behind eight points by Parry.
By then the Cowboys had
four players with four fouls
and had to go deep into its
bench to find substitutions.
Ikenberry's Dave Andre
and Parry then took advantage of the Cowboys' foul
trouble by hitting for six
points each to maintain
Ikenberry's 21 point lead at 6142.
The Cowboys tried to
mount a rally, .but the team
could never draw within 20 for
the rest of the game.
Kent Berner scored 15
points in the last five minutes
of the game, but it was too
late, as Ikenberry lead by as
many as 25 points within the
closing minutes.
Andre lead Ikenberry's
scorers with 21 points. Parry
hit for 19 and Dave Naquin
added 17.
Berner
topped
the
Cowboys' scorer with 21 points
and J.W. Myers hit for 16.
The Cowboys were supposed to be weak against the
zone.
However, Ikenberry
proved they could beat the
Cowboys with a man-to-man
defense.
Hott lead Ikenberry on the
boards with IS rebounds and
Parry added seven.
Parry credited his team's
speed, good bench strength,
and new offense as being the
keys to the game's outcome.
Space Cowboys coach
George Toliver believed
having important players in

foul trouble and the team's
inability to hit from the field
were the main reason behind
the loss.
"We just couldn't stick with
them early, and we were out
of the game pretty quickly,"
said Toliver.
"It's pretty hard to play
caught up to a team as smart
and quick as they are," he
said.
"They were just too quick,"
Wilder said summing up the
game.
Ikenberry qualified for the
finals with a 84-79 win over the
top-ranked Has Beens,
Thursday night
Ikenberry's
man-to-man
pressure defense constantly
caused the Has Beens into
turnovers.
The team also hit 30 free
throws, compared to 17 for the
I Has Beens.
Parry hit 15 points and
Andre put in 14 for Ikenberry.
Pete Williams topped the Has
Beens' scorers with 19 points.
The Cowboys made the
finals by beating the Hosers
Thursday night.

Intramural Finals
Ikenberry
Fg Ft Pt

Space Cowboys

Fg Ft
Barrett 1 4
Sutherland 2 7
Steinhoff 1 0
2 4 .1 Naquin
Berner 10 1
3 5 Slockwell
Wilder 3 0
2 12 Tolamo
Myers 6 4
7 5 19 Perry
Furr 0 0
Brown 1 0
Adams 0 0
28 31 87
Totals
24 16
4 9 17 li Naquin

1 9 Hotl
9 21 Andre

Pt
6
11
2
21
6
16
0
2
0

64

IKENBERRY CENTER BOB HOTT LOSES intramural basketball record to 31-3 in beating
control of the ball beneath the Space Cowboy the Cowboys for the JMt' championship
basket as Cowboys J.W. Myers and Butch Furr Sunday night.
Photo by Mark Thompson
look on. Ikenberry extended its three-year

IKENBERRY GUARD DAVE NAQUIN
LOOKS for someone to pass to during Sunday
night's intramural championship basketball
game. Naquin accounted for 17 points to lead

Ikenberry to an 87-64 victory. It was the third
year in a row the Space Cowboys lost in the
flhal rdUrid.

Photo by Mark Thom'pson'
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Optimism rampant as Dukes open practice
James Madison University
Steve Stielper. a 6'8" center1,115 career points and now
head basketball coach Lou
forward, averaged 20.9 and
ranks fourth on the Dukes' allCampanelli led his team
10.7 rebounds a game last
time scoring list.
through its first practice
season to lead the Dukes in
The third member of
Saturday.
both departments, while 6'4"
JMU's offensive nucleus last
The Dukes return eight
senior forward Pat Dosh
season was 6'2" junior guard
lettermen from last year's 17averaged 20.3 points and 9.5
Roger Hughett who averaged
9 team plus a healthy Sherrebounds a game. It was the
16 7 points a game.
man Dillard
first time in JMU's basketball
Sophomore guard Jeff
JMU will open its second
history that two players
Cross, JMU's assist leader
season at the NCAA Division I
averaged over 20 points a
last year with a school-record
level against Virginia in the
game in the same season.
162, and juniors Jack Railey
opening
round
of
the
Dosh finished the season with
and Gerard Maturine are also
University of Virginia Tip-Off
Tournament in Charlottesville
Round-robin field hockey:
on November 25.
"I think we're going to be
an exciting team thatwill be
able to score with anybody we
play." Campanelli said. "We
should also have more depth
hockey games took place
By SARAH STRADER
than wVve ever had before//'
Friday against Appalachian
The
James
Madison
The Dukes' schedule inState. Leatha Alcamo scored
University
varsity
field
cludes Virginia, Utah State,
twice and Dalynn Patrick
hockey
team
was
the
only
of
V.M.I.. William & Mary, Old
once in the first half, with two
three
teams
to
remain
unDominion and Austin Peay
assists by Erin Marovelli.
defeated
throughout
the
JMU
along with a number of other
Julie Hull and Marovelli
sponsored round-rohin
high quality Division I opscored in the second half to
tournament
Friday
™nd
ponents.
Saturday.
Campanelli's optimism,
You couldn't expect to
however, is not unfounded.
see our team play any better
To begin with, the Dukes
hockey than they did this
have Dillard back. The 6'4"
weekend. Everyone played
James Madison Universenior guard missed all of the
well
individually,
and
put
sity's
Brenda Baker took
1976-77 season with a broken
togfcther
a
well-balanced
individual
medalists honors
bone in his right foot. He is
team," said coach Janet Luce.
and Longwood
College
JMU's all-time leading scorer
"All
too
often
either
the
captured
the
team
chamwith 1,566 career points and he
defense
is
playing
strong,
or
pionship
in
the
Virginia
averaged 22.4 points a game
the offense," Luce comFederation of Intercollegiate
two years ago when he was
mented.
"However,
in
all
Sports
for Women State Golf
named to the National
their games this weekend,
Tournament, last weekend.
Association of Basketball
both the attack and defense
The normal two-day, 36Coaches College Division Allhad it together."
hole, team event was cut short
America second team.
Luce used a different lineSunday due to adverse
Dillard has averaged 21.2
up
with
the
Duchesses
in
the
weather conditions and
points a game in 74 games for
tournament
and
said
it
was
an
Saturday's scores decided the
the Dukes.
effective
change
and
a
Vinwinner.
In addition, Campanelli has
ning factor.
Longwood held a i:s stroke
his entire starting unit back
The
first
of
the
JMU
varsity
lead
over JMU after the first
from a year ago. Sophomore
v ,************************************^
*
*
*
*
#

back Railey. a 6'6" forward,
and Maturine, a 6'7" center,
shared the fifth starting berth
for the Dukes a year ago and
contributed a combined
average of 11.2 points and 8.9
rebounds a game.
The Dukes have two other
experienced guards in 6'2"
junior Dick Duckett and 5'10"
sophomore William Butler.
Campanelli also has two
fine freshmen recruits in

forwards Tyrone Shoulders
and Steve Blackmon.
Shoulders averaged 21 points
and Blackmon 17 points a
game as high school seniors
last season.
Campanelli. however, is
not without his problems.
"I'm concerned about our
defense and how well we'll
rebound against bigger opponents," he said "Our size
up front is not outstanding."

Duchesses unscathed in own tournament
make it an easy 5-1 victory for
the Duchesses.
The second varsity game
was against Bishop Otter
College Saturday morning.
JMU dominated Otter with 21
shots on the goal, but only
three were successful scores

made by Marovelli and two by
Hull.
The highlight game for the
weekend was JMU varsity
against Washington Club.
Washington is a highly experienced team, with three of
(Continued on Page 19)

JMU's Baker wins VFISW golf title
18 holes. Deanna Van Wey, of
Longwood, fired an 84, giving
her team their second state
title in a row.
Judy Bonin of JMU, shot an
89 to tie for third in Saturday's
action. She was low scorer for
the Duchesses.
Longwood won the tournament with a team total 353.
JMU finished second with 366,
while William & Mary placed
third with 412.
"The performance was
disappointing," said coach
Martha O'Donnell.
"We

didn't play good golf."
Brenda Baker shot an 83
Friday, in individual competition, to receive the
medalist award.
Tracey
Leinbach, of William and
Mary was runner-up with a
score of 85.
Tr-> Duchesses travel to
Chaj .1 Hill Oct. 23 for the
Tarheel Invitational. Individual medalist and team
champions will be crowned.
JMU and Longwood are the
only two schools from Virginia
competing.
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JMU TAILBACK CHRIS BEER IS HIT as he
rounds the end on a run in the second half of
Saturday's 42-27 Dukes' win over Salisbury
St.
———

JMU Football Standings
Salisbury State
Jamei Madison
11
First Downs
18
308
211
Rushing Yardage
63
Passing Yardage
79
5-10-0
4-17-2
Passes
5-3
Fumbles Lost
8-2
1-328
7-220
Punts-Average
Penalties-Yards
7-75
1-14
Salisbury State
20 7 0 0-27
James Madison
0 IS 7 20 — 42
SS — Swann, 8, run; kick failed.
SS — Swann. 43, run: Olson kick
SS — Lyles. 3, run; Olson kick.
SS— Swann. 64, run; Olson kick
JMU — Borders, 35, pass from
Bowers; Borders pass from Hansrote.
JMU — Bowers, 1. run; Showkerkick.
JMU — Bowers, 52. run; Showker
kick.
JMU — Hast, 5, run; pass failed
JMU — Bowers. 10. run; Showker
kick.
JMU - Hast. 1, run; Showkerkick.
INDIVIDUAL LEADERS
JMU Rushing
At Yda TD Lg
25 164
3 52
Bowers

Hast
Hutson

Swann
Kirchoff
Moyle

Bowers

Moyle
Kessler

22
«7
2 11
4
35
0 28
Salisbury Rushing
At Yds TD Lg
15
154
3 64
11
28
0 6
7
18
0 16
JMU Passing
A-C-I Yds TD
10-5-0
79
1
Salisbury Passing
A-C-I Yds TD
8-2-1
40 0
9-2 1
23 0

JMU Receiving
Ct Yds TD Lg
Borders
2 42
1 35
Hast
2 31
0 24
Beer
16 0
6
Salisbury Receiving
Ct Yds TD Lg
Schackenberg
2 40 0 28
Staton
1
16 0 16
Travis
17 0
7

■Win

.******************************************

Parts Inc.

*
#

Ml' H. Liberty

Antifreeze special
$7M gallon
434-9901
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Gctima

JMU TIGHT END RON BORDERS Dukes on the comeback trail in Saturday's 42CATCHES a John Bowers pass at the 17 win. Borders' score came with the Dukes
Salisbury St. two-yard line. Borders fell into behind 27-6 in the second quarter.
the end zone following the catch to start the
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SKI
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*

DEC 31 —JAN 6
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sugarloaf/usa

sugarloaf/usa
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We ajuttvitae to offi fleaae Deepfe ufo
conceh) bakiitg (MUIME and kaue ban
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a dhmd «n lie Zadm Tuicie Swudm
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GET READY TO

ONLY 1 00°° 00

TRANS BY TRAILWAYS 42

*
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}

ON SLOPE—SKI TO YOUR DOOR—CONDOMINIUMS
5
2600 FT VERTICAL DROP
FULLY EQUIPED KITCHEN *
51 MILES OF TRAILS
PRIVATE BEDROOMS
*
12 LIFTS AND THE GONDOLA FIREPLACE
*
NEW YEAR'S EVE PARTY
-6 DAY LIFT TICKETS
NIGHTLY ENTERTAINMENT
*
NASTAR AND PROFESSIONAL RACES For Information &*
MAID AND LAUNDRY SERVICE DAILY Reservations
STUDENTS FROM JMU, ODU& W&M
Gary McBride
PO 3809 434-7538
1$°° DEPOSIT BY NOV- 1
Or come by the *
*
BALANCE DUE DEC 5
Outing Center *
M/W/F (AM) #
sucwrbaf usa

TIME IS RUNNING OUT

w

*
*
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Only God knows how Dukes staged comeback
(Continued from Page 14)
The Dukes retired for the
halftime festivities on an
optimistic note and seemed
destined to return with much
more intensity in .the second
half-and they did!
JMU defensive guard Fred
Garst
sacked Salisbury
quarterback Bob Moyle for an
eight-yard loss on the first
play from scrimmage as the
Dukes kept the Gulls in check
for three downs and forced
them to punt.
Two plays later, Bowers
scrambled out of a wellformed pocket, picked up a
down-field
block
from
fullback Shane Hast and raced
52 yards to pull the Duke's up
to a 27-22 deficit.
The Dukes were ecstatic.
The Sea Gulls were dejected.
The outcome of the game
became more obvious.
The third quarter ended
with neither team scoring, but
following Garst's recovery of

another Salisbury fumble at
the Sea Gull 46, it only took
four plays for Hast to explode
the remaining five yards to
put the Dukes up for the first
time, 28-27.
A kickoff and three plays
later, JMU linebacker Skip
"Young grabbed a fumble in
mid-air at the Salisbury 25 and
trudged to trie 11 where he fell
down.
"Man I've never had any
practice running the ball
before so what do you expect" the linebacker later
said.
Nevertheless the turnover
set the Dukes up for Bowers'
10 yard scoring run and a 35-27
lead.
Young blocked a punt after
the Gulls next attempted
drive, and with fellow
linebacker Mike Battle's
recovery at the Salisbury 14,
the Dukes were in position to
score again.
Five plays later, Hast

plunged in for the day's final
tally as the Dukes went up 4227.
JMU's comeback and offensive explosion ended a twoweek drought in which the
Dukes were outscored 40-7
while losing two.

A loss would have

been a 'bad scene'
The Dukes' 42-point performance on Saturday created
more points than they had
scored in five previous games
(36) and included their first
first-half points of the year.
It was the fact they
returned following a 27 point
deficit that everyone wanted
to know about however-after
all, who would believe it was
"divine intervention."
So McMillin was asked,

Valley Sports
Center, Inc.
107 E. Water St.
434-6580
All Warm Ups & Entire
Stock of Tennis Rackets
20%OFF w/Madison ID
Plus selected group of
Warm Ops $9-95

"Why the sudden turnaround?"
"We were confident all
along that we could come back
because they (Salisbury) had
been doing the things we
expected them to do and they
had gone ahead on some real
fluke plays," the coach
replied.
"Sure it was a big win for
us in the way we did it," he
added. "But when you have
the kind of kids that we do,
then you know it can be done."
Young also explained the
comeback.
"We got our (behinds)
kicked in the first half," he
said. "But we felt we just
couldn't let it happen to us at
home in front of our own fans
so we just decided after their
last touchdown that they
weren't gonna' score any
more and they didn't."
"If we had lost it, it would
have been a bad scene," he
added. "I mean everyone had
been a 1 ittle down on us for the

way we'd played the last two
games so we knew we had to
do it."
Defensive line coach
George Nipe agreed with
Young saying, "After they
scored their third touchdown
you could really feel how the
intensity changed
"They (JMU's defense)
just decided that they
(Salisbury) weren't going to
score anymore and they
stopped them."
Hardesty's description was
best however.
Strutting into the locker
room with wide strides, the
defensive end, who played an
outstanding game, inhaled
deeply, clenched his fists and
with
a wide smile, puckered
,f
Uo. Comeback."
The remark described what
had happened and the joy one
gains from being a part of a
minor miracle.
A miracle perhaps aided by
a little "divine intervention."

Duchesses sweep matches
in round-robin tourney
(Continued from Page llf
its players veterans of the
United States field hockey
squad, according to Luce.
"We played a very
aggressive game. We were
not intimidated by the experience of our opponents,"
noted Luce.
Jeannie Purple made the
first score for JMU, followed
by a quick Washington goal.
Patrick drove in a 15-yard
goal hit seven minutes into the
second half to give JMU the
lead. With no further successful goals, the 3-2 final
score gave the Duchesses
their "biggest win of the
season."
The junior varsity team

had a 4-1 victory over
Washington II Saturday. The
freshman team played well in
the tournament, despite
posting no victories, according to Luce.
The JMU field hockey
teams have another tough
week ahead when they travel
to Westhampton on Tuesday
and William and Mary on
Wednesday.
Luce describes William and
Mary as the top team in the
state to beat.
"The scheduling of the
William and Mary match is
excellent," commented the
coach. "This weekend is just
what the varsity and j.v.
teams needed to psych them
up for the heavy week."

If you've got the time,
we've got the beer.

Ittt
PARTY KEGS
NOW AVAILAiiLK THROUGH LOCAL -lETAIL
STORLS. DIRECT INQUIRIES TO:

>•

C I

U7i I

SHANK BEVERAGE COMPANY
139 N. MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 22801
PHONE— U3U7829

■V

TTW

?CPB BILLBOARD

i

HOWDY.
IT IS MY PLEASURE TO OFFER THE
ENTIRE L.P. RECORDED WORKS OF
THE WRIGHT BROS. OVERLAND STAGE
CO.. IN A BEAUTIFUL NEW FOUR
RECORD COLLECTORS SET. THE 42
SONGS INCLUDED IN THIS COLLECTORS SET PROVIDES 2-1/2 HOURS OF
LISTENING PLEASURE THAT SPANS
THE ENTIRE CAREER OF THIS MUSICALLY MAGNIFICENT GROUP.
BECAUSE THE WRIGHT BROS. OVER
LAND STAGE CO.. ANTHOLOGY ALBUM
HAS BEEN PRESSED IN A LIMITED
EDITION IT WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE
IN STORES ANY WHERE. THE ANTHOLOGY ALBUM IS EXCLUSIVELY
BEING OFFERED AT $12.95 PER FOUR
RECORD SET ON A FIRST COME FIRST
SERVED MAIL ORDER BASIS. UNTIL
THE EDITION IS EXPENDED.

£2

Free w/IP
8:30p.m. Tuesday Oef.fS

KINDEST REGARDS
RONALD PERRY. PRES.
WRIGHT & PERRY RECORD CO.. INC

1

©

K

©*©©

& 5

I*

* s. g»

I 8 S

ANTHOLOGY ALBUM

^Bi
S
The Tfaight Bros.

\

KIRK EDWARDS COFFEEHOUSE
if
THE CENTER ATTIC

£ M

3 5

MARAIIItN MAN
Wednesday Oct. W

7:00 & 10:00 p.m.
|.75 w/10

ANTHOLOSy ALBUM
^^7^

g >V_ N ^^^S^^^^

A SPECIAL JMU HOMECOMING APPEARANCE

THE MARSH ALL TUCKER BAND
*-

TICKETS ON SALE
MONDAY - FRIDAY
11 AM-4
CPB BOX OFFICE

SPECIAL GUEST
BOY
ADAMS
«

y^xV-

•J.
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[way Arco-Grocery
Beer
Snacks
Soft Drinks"
Next to Campus on Main St.
• Special prices on Warm Beer*

JMU shoots down Sea Gulls

Alice's Restaurant
Open from 8pm ALL NIGHT
featuring the best in Pancakes and
Blintzes. Abo Sandwiches and Subs.
Full breakfast line. Herbal Tea.
International Coffees.

You are welcome to come
and enjoy your tenses
802 Chicago Ave.

Gulls' edge was reduced to 2722 after Joe Showker's conversion.

(Continued from Page M)
scrambled to his right and hit
Borders for the two-point
conversion to make the score
27-8.
The Sea Gulls lost
possession when Dukes'
defensive end Jim Hardesty
recovered a Sea Gulls fumble
on their 23. Bowers ran on
three consecutive plays to
score with 2:50 left in the first
half. Joe Showker's kick was
good, narrowing the score to
27-15.
The Dukes' offense broke a
five game drought of no first
half production as they scored
two times in Saturday's game.
Dukes' defensive guard
Fred Garst set the tone for the
second half when he sacked
quarterback Rob Moyle for an
eight-yard loss to the visitors'
12-yard line on the second
half's opening play.
On JMU's next drive,
Bowers was forced out of the
pocket near midfield and
dashed 52 yards for the Dukes
third score with 12:10 left in
the third quarter. The Sea

434-9IQ0

Both offenses failed to
move the ball significantly
during the rest of the third
quarter. The Dukes could not
capitalize on a block of Tim
Trott's punt with almost 11
minutes remaining in the
third quarter which gave JMU
possession on the Sea Gulls'
35. The Dukes were stalled by
a personal foul by split end
Rich Hetherington.
Fred Garst recovered a Sea
Gull fumble near midfield
with ll seconds left in the
third quarter. On second-and
four. Bowers darted through
the right side of the line for 23
yards to the Sea Gulls' 17
Shane Hast went over from
the five-yard line at the 13:47
mark in the final quarter It
was the senior fullback's first
touchdown this season.
Second-string
Saiisoury
quarterback Roo Kessler then
fumbled, and JMU linebacker
Skip Young recovered and

rumbled ll yards to the Sea
Gulls' 14-yard line.
On third and six. Bowers
carried the ball .to score from
10 yards out Showker's kick
increased JMU's lead to 3527.
Young later blocked Tim
Trott's punt deep in Sea Gulls'
territory. The Dukes' Mike
Battle recovered at the 14.
Shane Hast carried the ball
on the next five plays to score
with 8 :07 on the clock.
Salisbury State threatened
one more time as the Sea
Gulls moved to the Dukes' 21,
hut defensive back Conrad
Ieen killed the effort with
his interception and return to
the Dukes' 26.
Bowers led the Dukes in all
offensive categories as he
rushed for 164 yards, passed
for another 79 and scored
three touchdowns
The quarterback completed five of 10 passes and
had no interceptions.
The Dukes travel to
Frostburg St next Saturday
for a rematch of last year's 447 Madison rout.

TYPING

HARRYS TV. & APPLIANCE

Homecoming

cad

We now have dorm room size

ROBIN
PARKS

refrigerators —

AVV..

and we will deliver

001 per page
43 S. Liberty

434-8469

433-8700

Great Values in Press Shirts
solids, stripe*' and prints

/

7

/ Largest Selection

COLLEGE
PUB

v

in the Area of

'Present*://

Dress Pants

|*.25 glass Wednesday Ort 19th

*10.*8
RM.

i.5o

50

OPEN H0USC NITE «•*»

M2.99

frM

^ Rascal \ *T~

Make Barton's Yoar Headquarters For

?*!!ii?.i?p-*?i*s£t_ _

Homecoming and Campus life!

Saturday from Clwlottfsuille

MMHM_JM

PawuKod
Sanice
Expact Firtinf
Fna layawajr
Frsa Artofihom

103 S. Main St

Bottom of the Train Station

Man.Tues.IVad.Sat

9:30 lo 5:00

434-0505

Thurs. A Mi.

^*r

9:30 to 9:00
.
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Soccer team wins two
(Continued from Page 14)
seem to come in bunches, which is what happened."
The same type of occurence
happened against Tech. After
scoring just one goal in the
first half, the Dukes racked
VPI for five in the second.
Joash Lee scored the only
first half goal, with an assist
by Wayne Byrd pass/}
Strong started the scoring
in the second half at 'the 19minute mark assisted from
Barry S temper
Tom
Hochkeppel added to his
team-scoring lead with his
seventh goal of the season. He
was unassisted.
Dave Dragelin then scored

JMU's fourth goal, at 35:15
from Strong. Dragelin then
added an unassisted goal 36
seconds later. Mark Tredway
completed the scoring at 39:52
with an unassisted goal.
JMU's record is 7-3-0 while
Tech fell to 3-3 and VMI to 5-5.
Hochkeppel remained the
leading scorer. He has seven
goals and two assists. Strong
has three goals and four
assists and Dragelin has three
and two assists.
The two shutouts over Tech
and VMI were the fifth and
sixth of the season. Overall,
the Dukes have allowed nine
goals-less than one goal per
game.
l'ACCU»UNp/A0C7FUJI/DISCOUNT!

ATLAiAUOIOTfCHNICA-BAlP*^^
FftttFARKING STRINGS Of^^S^^
ElfCTROHARMONII
FFNOER FUCI GIMJ
JVC KAY'Sf R¥?Cr
RECEIVERS 'LOO

x

.

JMU FORWARD TOM HOCHKEPPEL DRIVES home
the Dukes third goal of the night against Virginia Tech
Thursday night.
Photobyn»rkThomp»oii

^2ARXING/CRAIG/BIC/AUOI0VO>

irRVICE/OESIGNACOUSTIC/J>
-' ECTROHARMQNIX FEN
" C'TURNTABIES/SAN'
MARTIN, UNIVOXTC
k'NANCING GIBSO'

~

■OV/JVC'TENNAI

MXR/OSCARSOJT

ROLAND fPA
RMI SH08U
TAMA/TA^
OISCCHJ'J

OUNTPR
ElECTROV
" KiyPEARI
kGRETCH

REDUCED FROM $65

VAMAM;

<H[ Y ,

LAUOIC

THE AT-13EA STEREO CARTRIDGE

VIIC/J'
\RAI>
.It

audio-technica

m-

k^

$29.95
ALSO THE AT-11EA
$45 list-NOW $17.95!

J
•■

w.
CF,'

26 Pleasanl Mill Rd.
Harrisonburg. 434-4722

CA.l
JVC
BIC .
ACCU
TLEC1 ,

ofscpv .

, 1NYC
,'JZUKI
ATOE*

, E/UNIV1

ROLAN0 OOBRO FL'_
FENDER K.?,
FLECTROVO"
MARIiN QREK „
SIFREOS TAPE C
IVC TDKBIC ADC
ACCUSOUND MUSIC. .
CBS SUZUKI VAMAHA
.
FREEPARKING SERVICEK
ACE PEARLCORDER/UNJVOX,
SOUNDCITY ELECTROVOICE ST
SANYO TAPCO RMIATLAS-GALOWIN

VAS/STRI
INANCING

. rIO'BALOWl
^LCOROER'SI
IJOUNTPRICE
VAMAHA/FENOI
_ ,Ht RIGHT PRICE'
"7.1/MXR/BIC/OSC/MXP
.r-ZTAMA'ACCUSOUNDd
"tRVICE FINANCING DOBR
_
._H.'FUJI'ROLAND/SANVO/AUt
^TKS TAPES'STRINGS/STRAPSrtUNE
TT«KERS ANTENNA/EVERYTHINGSTEREC

LECTRICd

<v*

Werners
Seven Day food Store
" Party Package Store"

<*

\

Im-Wti
Ciagrettes Carton All Brands 3.32
Schlltz Party Par 12/12 3.13
Sehlhz MUT (THE BULL)
1.69
Schlltz Light Low Calorie 1.69
014 Mlllwauhee-Pavst Lengnecks 24 5.25
tuberg Oold Import flavor 1.69
Lowenhrau Ger. Imp. flav. 2.19
Heineken Holland Import 3.69
Molson Oolden Ale-Beer 6pk.

2.39

The corduroy suit...a favoritifor fall... makes
the 77 scene. Updated w«h the vest and
detailing galore. Patch pockrts have contrast
stitching and leather touches; Pants, too, have
extra touches including cash pocket. - A
handsome look in comfortable midwale
corduroy made to perfection for the Esprit
Collection by Campus.

| TJ.Swann assorted flavors 1.49
ChaMs Pink Super Mag. 3 Liters Gallo 3.99
Chaklis Pink Mag. 1.5 Liters Oallo 2.99
Liebfraiimllch German Light * Soft 1.99

In rust, sizes 37-44/reg. & long
$85.00
.. /

Matens Aese Portugal Import 2.99
Lamhrtisee Zonia Italian 'mp. 1.99
£38* Grade A Extra Large Ooz.

.69

Baron Esskau Quality LI. 1.19

Men's Cjbthing Department
Harrisonburg store
Just lA (flock west of Campus
on Grace Street.

Sausage Esskay farm Style LB. .79
Milk Skenandoah PrMe I gal. Jig 1.59
OPEN f Rl * SAT NIOHT TIL MIDNIGHT
"We appreciate ■•« Bislness"

\
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Disappointment marks state

IMPORTED CAR & TRUCK PARTS
"Your Import Parti HtoJquorfrrt
In Tim Villty"

mfm

•BAP C.HOiV

(Continued from Page 15)
score lor the Dukes this
season.
A
disappointed
Witt
commented, "Greehan and
Benshoff could both have run
better races.'' The coach
based his opinion on the
runners' finishing in front of

SKCUUZIN6
III
PAHS A ACCBSOtiB
FOI ALL

IMPORT© CAB

ft moo

laprMCwhrb
Special Discounts for Students Showing ID Cards
i

883 Chicago Ave.

CALL-

433-2534

HAMIIOMIMIC

Benshoff and Greehan that the
pair has beated in the past.
Witt was also banking on a
comeback by Turner, who is
currently experiencing the
type
of
slump
that
periodically victimizes
distance runners, but Turner

Breeze classifieds
bring results
inexpensive, convenient,

M0$6Y'$
MILL
2010. Mosby M.

Tues-Fri I i».m.-9:3Qp.m Sat
ft Sun. 12 noon-9:30 p.m.
Closed Monday

$.50 for 25 words

failed to make the JMU top
five.
Greehan's
comments
following the race were
characteristic of the team
sentiments. The senior, who
finished eleventh in last year's
state meet said, "I've been
working for four years to
finish higher than sixth in this
meet and today I finished
twenty fourth. I guess that
should tell you how I feel."

JMU finish
pleases
Arbogast
(Continued from Page 15)
counted two points each.
Alter losing nis urst-round
match, sixth-seed Dave
Rogatti won his consolation
match to get one point for
JMU.
"This is the first time we've
played even with Washington
and Lee, and the first time
we've beaten George Mason,"
said JMU coach Jack Arbogast. "I'm generally very
pleased with the way we
played today."
The Dukes will not play any
more matches until January,
when they will play several
teams in Florida.

( Adjacent to Crawl Union),

Special Att pt m wi
Sp3nESi Sk**q>-'6.50

TMCMJOU

dggigi Special Mlimmmt
heekbi Bteodat hid Stcui«|r-'5.50

Tkwi&dw SftecialAtt pt MK Hi
3 hetk 0*to»-M.99
ISctwuJw & Smafay
XmchceK Specuit

Article
published

EochMMllneludM

Dr. Jesse Liles, associate
professor of education at
James Madison University,
has had a chapter he wrote
published in a book entitled
' ' Early Childhood
Education." The book is
included in "A Doctorate
Association of New York
Educators Series."

French ft'mt. Cole Slaw
HuthPuppwt
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Johnny Parrazzo
Thursday, Oct. 20 8pm
«'

GiK2 Hera Kiss
And then give this one resembling a foil
wrapped "chocolate kiss". It really doesn't
matter in which order you present them,
she'll be delighted either way. Ours is in
sterling silver on a matching chain.
By J & C Ferrara. $17.50
We also have smaller kisses for little girls at
$7.50

JEWELERS

■

=

Wilson Hall

IIIIIIIIIIIII
IIIIIIIIIHIIHIIIIMIIIIIIINHINHNIIINIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMir
« m • •**.«.•.■.• .

|V*»^A-*«SM**»>

«•*• ****■»•*•»•*»*•*• »•*• WA'A*

FREE w/ID
$2.00 Public
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Classifieds

DOONESBURY

For sale

By Garry Trudeau

WELL, RIGHTNOW' tM
UP FORTHE POO STBWARTBPJTT EKLAND CASE. ITS
ONLY A *I0 MILLION SUIT,
BUT IT HAS A CERTAIN
CACHET.. \

RACQUET REPAIRS:
Tennis-Squash-Racquetball
work done on all racquets.
From
restringing
to
regripping, the "Racquet
Doctor" is always equipping
For low prices antf swift
service, contact the (Racquet
Doctor" at 4516.

I SEe! UELL, ITS
THE
BEEN A PLEASURE PLEASURE
HAYING YOUHEPE WASALL
ON "PROFILES ON MINE,
PARADE;MR.TRE- MARK!
/ VOR..

^_r^pw%fe&JWv

THESE
QUESTIONNAIRES AND
BOOKLETS, WILLYA? COACH
SAYS WE HAVE TO FILL
THEM OUT NOWWILLY, PASS OUT

S0METHIN6 TO DO WITH
THE NEWH.EW. PJJLINOS
REQUIRING ATHLETICS
FOR WOMEN. THE COLLEGE WWTS OUR
I JUST
L REACTIONS.
REMEWtEP

mvftgSA
\

For rent
■ \ir

/ -f

SUBLEASE
IMMEDIATELY:
2, 3, or 4
persons to sublease 2-bedroom
patio apartment at Squire
Hill. Call 434-1457.

APPOINTMENT.

Lost
A GIRL'S RING: Lost in the
Anthony Seeger area. It has a
gold band with a tiny diamond
setting.
If found, contact
Diane Miner -phone 942-4724
(Waynesboro) or P.O. Box
1755.

OKAY, OKAY,
COOL-IT! WE
GOTTA TAKE
THISSFfiJ...

DIRECT

\r\^

H,J

L HEB,
**
#^\

L^r^T^ *°*^/'
fZt'KlJF?'

*>, c^ny

Wanted
I'M LOOKING FOR A
SPANISH TUTOR. Going to
South America in the spring.
Want to learn the language.
Please contact via "Tutor,"
Box 915.

*^\jF

__

SCUBA
DIVING
DISCOUNTS, Rental, Rock
Shop, Blue Ridge Dive and
Craft Shop. 1726 Allied Street,
Charlottesville. Hours 1-5 Sat.
and Sun. Phone 804-2934984.
WANT TO GET ON CAMPUS? Three housing contracts for sale.
Available
before Oct. 20. Call 4540.

..AW UIE HOPE
YOU'LL ACCEPT WIS
I
IUBBY T-SHIRT
WOULDNT
mm OUR cm- THINKOF
PUMENTS!
IT, MARX!

7Y
S V ^ \n
w/
*it/i7H THE ADVENT OF
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY FOR
j WOMEN INC0LLE6IATE
I SPORTS, THERE IS NOW A
NEED TO EDUCATE ATHLETES
„ y ABOUT THE SPORTS
SITUATION AS IT
CURRENTLY EXISTS!

TOWARDS THAT GOAL,
THE UNIVERSITY WOMEN'S
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
HAS PREPARED A BRJEF
'6UIDE TO WOMEN
/ IN SPORTS:"

REP D06, THIS
IS SEXIST PI6!,
CA
"™Jf OF COURSE,
READ Q>' SILLY!
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WHAT FOLLOWS ARE SOME OF
THE MOST FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS ABOUT WOMEN,
WHICH WE'LL TRY TO ANSWER
HERE IN PLAIN, SIMPLE
y LAN6UA6E.

I. WHAT
EXACTLY IS
A "WOMAN"?
I
OH, WOWtVE ALWAYS
BEEN AFRAID
TVASKl "

Personal
iTO
WEAVER
FROM
BEAVER: "Nobody does it
better"? Passion pit is getting
a little crowded. I guess it's
time for this eagle to fly.

DEAR FREEBIRD: Don't
worry about getting your
wings clipped-it
won't
happen After all, good "lips"
are hard to F Bind Buzz...

TO DAISY DAVE:
Hiiii
Daisy. How about getting me
some clean towels and
cleaning my J.S. Thanks.
From Bill Jr., Mr. Cruex and
Naturally Slender.

ROOKIE: Let's get together
and go find another white cat,
okay? If you're real nice to
me, I'll say your chocolate
cake was good! The Better
Half of "E".

PAULSKY: How's the rock?
I've still got to come over and
get
dead-in-the-head.
Stevesky.

TO THE SILVER FOX: You
worrying worries me. Believe
me- i would rather be with
you. Miss you. Your other
half.

RANDY G.: The truth is
disguised by vicious lies. Still
Hopin' Hope.

MAGUMBA:
You're the
nicest person anyone could
meet in the whole world.
Never Stop. S.

HEY SWEETHEART: I've
been looking forward to your
awaited visit. I'm so glad
you're finally here, I missed
you so much. I know we're
going to have a great time
together this week and next
weekend. Love, Your Babe.
HI CUTES:
Happy Anniversary. The past two years
have been the best. From the
bus trip to now. I still think
you're the one. I have a
surprise for you on October 20.
Love, Little Ace.
ROOMIE & NERD: Sunrise
looks better through Gifford
windows, n'est-ce pas? And
Nerd, no tennis, O.K.? Bye for
now, I'm going out and chase
tunas-Another Nerd.
ELLEN S.: Thanks for the
date. The concert wasn't so
good, but you sure were.
Light-that-night

TO MY LUCKY LiWY:
Thanks for being such a fan. I
rolled a seven when I met you,
and it was no golden gamble; I
guess that was your design...
KCK
TO THE BACKGAMMON
KIDS: A late thanks for the
birthday fun. Miss the old
suite -Mickey
Mouse,
Raggedy Ann, elephants and
all. Come visit and "interact"
more often. Sugar Bear's gal.
SPECIAL LADIES:
Hope
things "Get Back". It's been
a rocky road but smooth
sailing
is in the future. The
M|j»l
PETE P. Thank you for the
flowers you gave, thank you
for the surprise cail you made,
thank you for the cheesecake
you gave...my piece was
great! Teddy and Mieshas*
owner

Got problems?
Feel like someone's

ANN MOORE: Have you
played "Boston," today? The
Crazy Eights Champ
TO KEG: Keep the ole chin
up, things will be better on the
weekends in swinging O.H. Of
course they have to be with
me there to liven things up!
Your Red Fox Sweetie.
JUDY: Sorry-your duck has
drowned.
LYNN BONDURANT: Was
the extra night worth it?
Henry's Mattress Mate
GEEK: It may have taken
you nearly a week, but at least
you got it-FINALLY! Oh
well, better late than never, I
guess. Enjoy, a fellow geek.
P.H.:
Believe me, it's
beginning to look a lot like
Christmas.
Cheer up-I'm
sure the "Beer Barrel Polka"
is not far off. (Black knee
sock-ha!) yours truly.

en your ease?'
Feel harassed?
The Breeze nay be able
to help you out!
// fit M*d klip It fittitf
* HU fcfflm tfumitkhi,

**• Follow-up
eart of The Breeze, Wi.e Price BaiMi*§

